PEST CONTROL INFORMATION AND CATALOG

- The following catalog is set up in five parts. Part one lists different pests and suggests the products needed to control them. Part two lists chemicals and concentrates we sell. Proceed to this part if you know what you need or if you have reviewed the first part. The symbols in the () represent the equipment needed to apply a product and in part three, you will see equipment we carry with corresponding codes. This will help identify which devices are used for applying certain products. Part four includes most every trap we sell including insect and animal traps. Part five is a small section for bat houses, owl boxes, duck boxes and other animal houses we sell.

- Bear in mind this catalog is brief and to the point. If you want more information, we suggest you review our on line articles by going on the Internet to our website at: http://www.bugspray.com There you will find in depth information that will explain why the products listed below are the best. The online articles will explain in greater detail how to use the chemicals and equipment as well as list current pricing. If you do not have access to the Internet but you do have a computer with Windows 95 or better, you may use the CD Companion we have included which is at the back of this catalog on the last page. Although prices change frequently, most of the information guidelines listed in the catalog are pretty consistent from year to year. The only exception is when products are no longer manufactured. Call to get the most recent CD or catalog about once a year. Refer to the web site for the most current pricing. Use the CD and this printed catalog as companions; this catalog will offer brief and general information and the CD or web site will give all the details you will need. Our CD will also be featuring video in the next release.

- Be patient with us if you call for technical support. As a growing company, we are sometimes overwhelmed with calls. Try to call between 2:00 and 4:00 P.M. Eastern Standard Time if you want the most likely time to get through to a person. If you are only able to reach our answering service, be sure to leave a message. We return all calls. Technical support can be reached at 770.985.9388. You can also send questions or inquiries to support@bugspray.com for electronic responses if you can’t get to us on the phone. We may take a few hours to respond to the e-mail, but we do answer all legitimate inquires.

- ALL PRICES AND PRODUCTS REPRESENTED WITHIN THESE PAGES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. U-SPRAY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CORRECT MISTAKES OR MISREPRESENTATIONS OF PRODUCTS OR PRICES. CALL FOR THE MOST CURRENT PRICE OR REFER TO OUR WEB SITE WHICH USUALLY HAS THE MOST UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION AND PRICING. CATALOG CODE 07072009.
PART 1. PESTS AND HOW TO CONTROL THEM

The following pests are among the more common you are likely to have in and around the home. Look for your target pest, review the information listed and then refer to the next part of our catalog to see information about the products you need. The products will be seen in bold print and italicized. Part 2 of our catalog will have prices and packaging options and the products appear in alphabetical order listed under the same names as they are below. If you still have questions, refer to our CD Companion or Web Site which features in depth information. You can also call for technical support at 770.985.9392 during our business hours of 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. Eastern Standard Time. If it’s after hours, e-mail us at support@bugspray.com. We make every effort to respond quickly to e-mail.

ANTS  This information refers to small ants. Look below for Carpenter ants or Fireants. Use the three-prong approach. Bait the inside of the house where you see ants with **Pro Control Ant Bait Stations**. Spray the outside of the home with **Cypermethrin** and bait the outside of the home with **Maxforce Granules**. The inside bait will kill the ants active or nesting in the home. The outside spray will provide a barrier and the outside bait will kill foraging workers.

APHIDS  Set out some **Aphid Alarm** to keep this pest away from your gardens; once established, use our **Aphid Outside Traps**. If they still persist, apply some **Delta Dust** if you want a dry effective material; use **Bifen, Spreader Sticker** and **Growth Regulator** when liquid treating.

ARMADILLO  First, kill their food supply in the turf by treating with **Orthene WP** and **Bifen Granules**. Next, repel new ones with **Whole Control** or **Ropel Liquid**. The Whole Control will cover vast areas. For stubborn animals, use **Ropel** on specific spots. If they still persist, you will have to trap with either a **LT111230** or the **NH2361**. Use our special trapping paste, **Trappers Choice Loganberry**, for a quick catch. Relocate at least 10 miles away or call animal control.

BADGERS  Badgers are burrowing and damaging animals to have in your yard. They will come around when gophers or other small animals are present. Use an **LT111230 Trap** to catch and relocate them.

BATS  To keep them from roosting on attic vents, use **4-the-Birds Caulking** repellent. If they are entering many cracks and crevices, use our **Bat Screening** first as a one-way valve to allow the animals to escape. Once they do, apply **4-the-Birds Liquid** into all areas they are entering. It is a non-drying material which will repel them. If you have too many areas where they are active but would like to keep them from roosting, use **Bat Repellent**. They release a strong smell bats don’t like. This smell will get into the living area of the home so place it in nylon or cheesecloth when it is applied to allow for easy removal once the bats are gone.
BEAVER  Treat trees with 4-the-Birds Liquid to stop beaver from chewing desirable trees. It will last 6-12 months per application. Persistent beaver need to be trapped with either a Bodygrip 330 or Bodygrip220. If you use the 330, you will need a pair of Bodygrip Setters. We also recommend a Beaver Book to learn proper sets. Trappers Choice Castor Lure can prove helpful and you may prefer a Bridger #5 Long Spring Trap as opposed to the Bodygrip.

BEDBUGS  Once you are sure you have bed bugs treat all cracks and crevices around the bed with Drione Dust. Treat mattresses with PT-565XLO and if you are seeing them around the home, spray carpeting with Cyfluthrin.

BIRDS  Nuisance birds landing on window ledges, trees or other areas can be repelled with 4-the-Birds Liquid or 4-the-Birds Gel. If you have a patio, deck, boat or fancy furniture you want to keep bird free, set up several Jumpos. Use Spikes for a more permanent solution. Our Goose Chase will stop geese from grazing in your yard and our Ropel Granules will keep yard birds away as well. Ropel Liquid will stop nuisance woodpeckers working the side of your home. Use Bye-Bye Birdie on rooftops, ledges or attics. For stubborn animals, trapping may be your only option. Our NH8216 or NH6057 will work on existing populations. Try to keep new ones from coming around with our Bird Distress Sound Emitter where noise is OK or go stealth with our Ultra Sonic Bird Repeller for under ledges, carports or other areas with a ceiling or open areas.

BOBCAT  Bobcats can be repelled with our Motion Activated Water Sprayer. Persistent animals should be trapped with our LT152248 Live Trap or some Leg Hold Traps. A Catch Pole may be needed when dealing with trapped animals.

BOXELDER BUGS  Spray Cypermethrin on the outside of your home to stop them invading. Add Spreader Sticker for a quicker kill if dealing with thousands. If you have them living in the walls, you will need to apply Drione with a Crusader under outside siding. Spray Air Devil in cracks and crevices of rooms where they are active.

BUMBLEBEES  Use Delta Dust to dust holes when nests are under slabs, shrubs or other places where spraying them with a liquid would be hard to do. If the nest is shallow or easy to reach with a liquid, use Esfenvalerate and treat at night when all the bees are in the nest. Apply it with a Dial-A-Mix Sprayer.

CARPENTER ANTS  Carpenter ants can be hard to deal with. There are usually two scenarios. One, ants are foraging into your home but their nest is outside. If this is the case, treat the outside foundation with Cypermethrin and Maxforce Granules. This will keep them outside. If you do this and they are still inside 2 weeks following your treatment, you most likely have a nest in the home. You will now need to kill it with either Drione Dust applied with a Crusader or Maxforce Carpenter Ant Gel. The Drione will be able to treat several nests effectively and quickly. The Maxforce Gel takes longer to work and is much more costly to apply, but is formulated to attract ants and takes the guess work out of worrying where the nest is located. Merely place it where they are active and they will surely find it. Understand that if you have ants coming in from the outside, outside treatments will usually keep them outside. If there is a nest inside, you will need to treat the outside, but now you will have to treat the inside as well.
CARPENTER BEES  To stop Carpenter bees from drilling holes in your home, treat with Cypermethrin in the spring or fall, depending on location. Once holes and nests are established, apply Drione Dust into existing holes with a Hand Duster. The dust will last at least a year so when the eggs hatch, they will die. Be sure to plug holes with our special Corks, which can be painted later.

CARPET BEETLE  Spray Permethrin over carpeting where they are active. Add Insect Growth Reg. to kill eggs. Do this over as much of the home as you can, including furniture. It generally will take 2-3 treatments to break the cycle.

CATS  To keep cats from marking on your property or using it as a litter box, apply Ropel Granules on their favorite spots. Repellent Granules will help to keep them out of your yard as well. Dawgon Odor Eliminator will kill odors left from their feces, excrement and scents. Spray it on grass, wood, cement or other areas odors are present. If you need to trap them, use a LT111230 Trap.

CENTIPEDES  Spray Cyfluthrin in the rooms where they are living. This is usually in damp areas like crawl spaces or basements. Apply Baygon Aerosol in the cracks and crevices where they are suspected to live.

CHIGGERS  Spray Tempo SC in the yard where they are active. Apply it with a Dial-A-Mix Sprayer. Treat bites with Chigger Bite Ointment. Keep new ones from biting by spraying clothing with Permethrin before you go a field.

CHIPMUNKS  Live trapping is the best method of control for this animal. Use our LT5518 or LT5518RD model depending on which style you like. Use our Trappers Choice Pecan Paste, as attractant with some nuts for a visual aid and you will quickly catch nuisance animals. If you insist on killing them, you can try with Liquatox. Mix one bag with one large jar of Trappers Choice Pecan Paste, separate into four equal parts and place down their holes. This is enough to kill up to four animals.

CICADA KILLERS  Stinger is strong enough to knock them down as they fly. However, to get control, you need to treat their holes directly with Cypermethrin and Spreader Sticker. One gallon of finished product will treat up to four holes. Apply it at night by pouring it down their holes.

CIGARETTE BEETLES  This pantry pest can be quite annoying. Treat with Baygon Aerosol to all cracks and crevices inside cabinets where they are active and then set out Cigarette Beetle Pheromone Traps to catch emerging adults.

CLOTHES MOTHS  Spray the area with Cyfluthrin and Nylar, vacuum all clothing to remove eggs and larva and apply ECO PCO Aerosol if you have areas that can’t get wet from water-based spray. Set out Clothes Moths Pheromone Traps as well.

CLOVER MITES  Spray the outside with Tempo SC to stop them from entering your home. Use Baygon Aerosol inside to treat cracks and crevices where they may be living and hiding. If you have a lot of activity around the home in mulch, lawn or thatch treat with Tempo SC using a Hose End Sprayer 20 Gallon.

CONFUSED FLOUR BEETLES  Clean out infested cabinets and then apply Baygon Aerosol to all cracks, seams and crevices. Next, set out some Confused Flour Beetle Traps. Expect the cycle to take 2-3 months to end.
COWKILLERS    Treat the turf you are seeing them in with Delta Guard Granules to stop from ever getting them. Once you have them, put out the Delta Guard and then spray with Conquer EC for quick results.

COYOTE    Trap out nuisance animals with Leg Hold Traps or live traps. Our LT152248 is big enough for even Coyotes and with our Coyote Lure and some Coyote Urine; you can be a successful trapper.

CRAYFISH    Treat existing holes with Orthene WP and use a NH8224 to catch them in the water to help thin their numbers down.

CRICKETS – CAMEL BACK or CAVE    Spray the outside with Conquer EC to stop them from entering your home. If you have them inside, treat basements and crawl spaces with either Niban Bait or Delta Dust.

CRICKETS – FIELD OR HOUSE    Spray the outside with Conquer and bait with Maxforce Granules. Treat the inside with Conquer, use Drione in wall voids to keep them out and treat crawl spaces, if present, with Delta Dust. You can also use Niban FG in place of the Delta Dust.

CRICKETS – MOLE    Treat turf with Acephate using a Hose End Sprayer 20 Gallon. Treat with Maxforce Granules as preventative to stop them from coming in the first place.

DEER    Spray Ropel Liquid on plants you want to keep them from eating. If you have a persistent animal, also use Deer Blocker. Another repellent you can apply around gardens and property boundaries is Coyote Urine. Ultra Sound devices may help as well but not for animals which are needing food badly.

DIGGER BEES AND WASPS    Spray the turf where they are active using Esfenvalerate and then spread some Cyfluthrin Granules for long-term control.

DOGS    Keep nuisance dogs from using your yard as a toilet with Ropel Granules. Spray any object with Ropel Liquid to stop them from chewing. Set up Defence Granules along your property line to keep unwanted dogs off your land. Use Quick Action Odor Eliminator to get rid of urine and feces odors inside or outside. If you need to trap a dog, use an LT152248 or LT202872 of this catalog in the back. If you have a dog barking, use our Ultra Sound Barker Stopper.

DRUGSTORE BEETLE    Treat cabinets with Baygon Aerosol and set out Drugstore Beetle Pheromone Traps to catch emerging adults.

DUST MITES    First test with a Dust Mite Test Kit. When infestations are active, use Sterifab Spray along with Allergen Granules. Allergen Detergent for clothing should be used when washing.

EARWIGS    Spray Esfenvalerate around the home to keep them out. If they are inside, use Baygon Aerosol to treat cracks and crevices where they like to nest along with some Earwig Traps. If you have a lot of turf where they are breeding, use Acephate in a Hose End Sprayer 20 Gallon to treat. For bad infestations, which will require more than one application of Orthene Turf, first put down Talstar Granules – then spray.
EUROPEAN HORNETS  Treat from the inside with Baygon Aerosol or Drione Dust. Set up some Glueboards to trap scouts, which fly around lights at night outside decks and doorways. Get a Bee Suit, Bee Veil and Bee Gloves if you intend on treating a nest from the outside to insure you properly and safely protected.

FIREANTS Treat mounds with Cypermethrin using the “Drench” technique using our Staking Tool. One gallon will treat 1-2 mounds and will not allow them to move or relocate. To stop new ones from forming, apply Maxforce Granules every 3 months. If you already have them inside, you will need to put out some Pro Control Ant Bait Stations where you see activity. Get some Bite Ointment for bad stings.

FLEAS  You have two choices for flea control – spray or granules. To spray, use Permethrin and Flea Fix. The Flea Granules are easier, but will not work as fast as the spray. If you have them real bad – get both! If you need to treat hardwood floors or tiles, spray with Precor 2000. Treat the dog or cat with Triple Pyrethrin Shampoo and Ovitrol Plus. The Shampoo kills the adults and the Ovitrol kills the eggs. Spray the outside with Conquer EC using a Hose End Sprayer 20 Gallon. If you have them bad outside, first put down Bifen Granules before you spray.

FLIES  To kill occasional flies in the home or place of business, spray with PT-565. You can also hang Insect Strips. If you need to treat large areas, use our BG 2300 Fogger with Pyrethrin 6% Concentrate. Spray Cypermethrin on surfaces where flies are active like dumpsters or barns. For longer control, spray with either Suspend or Demand. Dust with Drione where flies, like Cluster Flies, like to nest for the winter. Natural Catch Fruit Fly Traps work great where these pests are active. The LuraLite Fly Trap is also a great help for flies in a restaurant or other place of business. Stimukil Fly Bait can also help control them before they get inside.

GERMAN ROACHES  You have two choices when controlling roaches – baiting or spraying. To spray, you will need to remove everything from where they are active and treat with Cypermethrin and Drione. The Cypermethrin is for the surface; the Drione is for all the voids where they like to live. The second choice you have is baiting. PT-300 and Maxforce Gel are easy to use and when combined, will solve any problem. No need to do much preparation. Merely apply the bait where they are active. The roaches love these baits and will find it quickly, eat it and die.

GOPHERS  Use Tempo to kill off grub populations, the food gophers prefer and then set out Gopher Bait and Gopher Traps to thin out populations.

GRASSHOPPERS  Spray grasshoppers with Tempo, Spreader Sticker and Exciter for quick knockdown. This will keep them from damaging your plants.

GROUND HOGS  See Woodchucks below.

GRUBS  Treat infested yards with Cyfluthrin Granules and then spray with Lamda-Cyhalothrin over the top. Do this 3-4 times a year for two years.
**JAPANESE BEETLES**   Spray plants they like to eat with *Permethrin* or *Deltamethrin*. This will stop them from damaging plants and shrubs. Use Japanese Beetle Traps as far away from the plants you are trying to preserve. The traps will lure away eating beetles. Since they like to nest in turf, treat with *Tempo*. For long-term control, apply some *Merit Granules*.

**KHAPRA BEETLES**   Treat with *Baygon Aerosol* in all areas where they are active and then apply some *Surface Traps* or *Hanging Pheromone Traps*.

**LADYBUGS**   Spray the outside of the house with *Cypermethrin* to stop them from penetrating. Once inside, use *Air Devil* to treat cracks and crevices. Set out *Lady Bug Traps* in rooms, which are hard to treat.

**LARGE ROACHES**   Stop them from coming inside by spraying *Cypermethrin* on the outside of your home. Use *Suspend* for long-term control. If they are living inside, apply *Maxforce Gel* where they are active and *Drione Dust* in the wall voids and other spaces they may be living and breeding.

**LAWN FUNGUS**   First apply some *Liquid Fertilizer* then some *Liquid Fungicide* and *Fungicide Granules*. Do this weekly to insure you knock it out for 2-3 wks.

**LICE**   Use *Lice Combs* and *Lice Shampoo* to get them out of hair. Apply *PTPI* to rooms where they’re active and use *Lice Detergent Additive* in the wash.

**MAGGOT**   Spray *Permethrin Concentrate* over areas where Maggots have been seen moving about. Treat weekly till problem is gone.

**MASON BEES**   Use *Permethrin Concentrate* on plants which are edible; *Cypermethrin* on non-edible foliage.

**MICE**   Set out *Rat and Mouse Repellent* to keep them from coming inside. Once inside, use a *Mouse Master* or a *Tin Cat* multiple catch trap. Bait with *Trappers Choice Pecan Paste*. *Mouse Glueboards, Bromethalin Blocks* or *Pellets* and *Mouse Snap Traps* may help, but rodents quickly learn to avoid the traps and glueboards. With the any poison there is a good possibility of the animal dying somewhere inaccessible and smelling. If this happens, refer to our odor control products for relief.

**MILLIPEDES**   Spray the outside of the home with *Cyfluthrin* to stop them from invading. In bad cases, first apply *Talstar Granules* then spray. If they are in the home, apply *Baygon Aerosol* where you think they are living.

**MOLES**   Trap existing moles with *Mole Trap Spear* or *Mole Trap Out-A-Sight* traps, which are less visible. Once you trap existing moles, spray with *Whole Control* to prevent new ones from coming. Controlling the grubs on which moles feed may be necessary. Do this with *Tempo* applied over *Bifen Granules*.

**MOSQUITOES**   Apply *Mosquito Dunks* to standing water where they may be breeding. Spray *Conquer* over turf and plants where they may be hiding. Use *PT-565XLO* to spray open air spaces around a deck or patio. For larger areas, use a *BG 2300 Fogger* with *Pyrethrin 6% Concentrate* and *Permethrin*. You may need to use our *Thermal Fogger* if you are treating large outside areas. Use our *Deet* and *Bug Bands* to help keep them off you while in the field.
MOTHS  Pantry moths come in with food brought home from the grocer. Treat all cracks and crevices in the pantry with Baygon Aerosol. This will control larva which hatch from eggs. Set out Moth Pheromone Traps to capture adults as they emerge. This will help to stop the cycle.

MUDDAUBERS  Treat with Cypermethrin to control current infestations and prevent new ones from nesting.

MUSKRATS  Trap current activity with a Bodygrip 110 and Trappers Muskrat Lure. Use Ropel Liquid to treat plants you want to keep them from eating.

NO SEE UMS  Use Deet and Permethrin Aerosol to keep them off and away from your body. Spray Cyfluthrin in areas where they are active; fogging with 6% Pyrethrin Concentrate and Permethrin Concentrate if you have areas of dense foliage. Use an FM6309 or FM6208 Fogger for doing this application.

ODOR  Use Odorcide to control dead body odor or other organic smells. DawgonOdor Eliminator will control smells from feces and urine. Odor Destroyer combines several actives that will do both types of treatment. Use Timbor to treat crawl spaces where moisture is present and allows mold or mildew to grow. The Timbor will prevent this growth. Fresh Cherry Scent will mask many annoying smells and is strong enough to last several days.

OPOSSUM  Spray plants or other things opossum are eating with Ropel Liquid to stop them from chewing. If the animal persists, use a LT111230 Live Trap to catch it by baiting with our Trappers Choice Loganberry Paste.

PILLBUG  Treat with Talstar Granules around the home and spray the foundation with Bifen IT. Use Baygon Aerosol inside for cracks and crevice treatment.

PINE BORERS  Spray the tree trunks with Cypermethrin and Spreader Sticker focusing in on trees you want to save. Use PT-Cykick for directly treating holes, which are already present and active.

PORCUPINES  Spray the trees or bark the animals are eating with Ropel Liquid. Use an LT111230 to catch persistent animals and relocate them at least 20 miles.

POWDERPOST BEETLES  Treat with Boracare to control existing infestations. Use Timbor to treat wood for preventative purposes. Use PT-Cykick to control light infestations like a small piece of furniture, wreath or basket.

PRAIRIE DOGS  Live trap them with either an LT7824 or Leg Hold Traps. Keep them off your property with Coyote Urine.

RABBITS  Use Rid-A-Critter to keep them away from your yard. Spray plants they are eating with Ropel Liquid. If you have persistent rabbits, trap with a LT111230 Live Trap using our special Trappers Choice Rabbit Lure.

RACCOON  Spray Ropel Liquid on plants or objects they are chewing. Use 4-The-Birds Liquid to treat trees or other pathways they are using to access your home or deck. If you have a persistent animal, trap it out with a LT111236 using our Trappers Choice Loganberry Paste.
RATS Use *Rat and Mouse Repellent* to keep them out. Once inside the home, trap them with a **LT5518** using our **Trappers Choice Loganberry Paste**. **Rat Glueboards, Bromethalin Blocks** and **Rat Snap Traps** will help, but rats quickly learn to avoid the glueboards and snap traps. The **Bromethalin Blocks** can lead to animals dying somewhere inaccessible, which will then lead to odor problems. If this should happen, treat with our **Odorcide** as described in our “Odor” section of this catalog.

RICE WEEVILS Treat with **Baygon Aerosol** into all cracks and crevices where activity has been found. Next, set out some **Rice Weevil Pheromone Traps**.

SAWTOOTH GRAIN BEETLES Like other Pantry Pests, using the **Baygon Aerosol** for all cracks and crevices where this pest is present should be done after a good cleaning. Next, set out some **Sawtooth Grain Beetle Traps**.

SCORPIONS Use **Deltamethrin** around the outside of the home as a barrier. Once inside, treat baseboards with some as well. **Baygon Aerosol** is easy to use for a quick treatment when needed and works well at treating hard to spray cracks and crevices. Treat attics and crawl spaces with **Delta Dust** if you think they are nesting.

SILVERFISH **Esfenvalerate** in the living area to treat baseboards. Set out **Silverfish Traps** to catch active ones in hard to treat areas. These also work well as monitors to see where the most activity is centered. Treat attics with **Niban FG** to control nest sites. **Drione** dust applied to electric outlets, switch plate covers and other routes of entry into any room will also help.

SKUNKS Use **Ropel Liquid** to stop them from chewing on desirable plants. Persistent animals need to be trapped with a **LT111236** and **COVER GUARD** and some of our **Trappers Choice Skunk Paste**. Relocate the animal 10 miles away. Get the odor off walls, crawl spaces with **NC-7**. Use **Skunk Shampoo** for the pet.

SLUGS Use **Slug Bait** on or around plants you want to protect. **Slug Meal Bait** can be applied over bedding and mulch areas in order to treat large areas where slugs may be active. Sprinkle some **Slug Mud** around plants you want to protect.

SNAKES Apply **Snake Away** around the home to keep snakes out or create a barrier over which snakes will not want to cross so you can keep your yard snake free. Set out **Snake Guard Snake Traps** inside if they have found their way into the home and **Snake Live Traps** outside if they are active in waterways, around pools or other places you don’t want to have snakes present. We also have **Snake Bite Safety Kits**, **Snake Tongs** and **Snake Hooks**.

SOW BUGS Follow the guidelines under PILLBUGS.

SPIDER MITES Spray **Tempo SC** over turf and bedding areas around the home where spider mites are active and **Baygon Aerosol** inside the home.

SPIDERS Treat around the outside of the home with **Deltamethrin** to stop spiders from entering. Once inside, use some to treat baseboards. Set out **Spider Traps** where they are active to help control and monitor activity. If they are nesting inside the home, treat attics and crawl spaces with **Delta Dust**. If they continue to come into the house from outside, use **Deltaguard Granules** to keep them out.
SPRINGTAILS  Due to the complexity of this pest and the fact they may be penetrating from many access points, it is important to incorporate many tools when treating local infestations. Use Bifen Granules outside on the turf, Cyfluthrin on foundation walls and baseboards and Baygon Aerosol inside for cracks and crevices where they are active.

SQUIRRELS – GROUND SPECIES  Repel them with Coyote Urine and Ultra Sound Devices. Once established, use the LT5518RD or Electrocuton Zapper with Pecan Paste as the attractant for quick control.

SQUIRRELS - TREE SPECIES  Repel squirrels from bird feeders with Rid-A-Critter or 4-The-Birds Liquid. Persistent animals need to be trapped with a LT5518 or LT7824 using Trappers Choice Pecan Paste as the attractant.

STINKBUGS  Spray the outside of the building with Cypermethrin and Spreader Sticker to stop them from entering. Once inside, use Baygon Aerosol for quick kills and Drione Dust if they are in the walls.

TERMITES  Treat around the home with either Termite Concentrate W/Odor or Termite Concentrate Low Odor. Having the soil treated will keep termites out. If they are in the home, you still have to treat the outside of the house, but you may have to drill and treat inside as well. Apply the Termiticide with our Termite Treater for treating under the slab. Use Baygon to treat wood directly where you think they are eating.

THRIPS  First, use either Insecticidal Soap or Permethrin Concentrate along with some Spreader Sticker. If they are living in the ground, use Cyfluthrin Granules for all mulch areas where activity is suspected.

TICKS  First, apply Delta Guard Granules on the turf you want to treat. Spray over the top with Tempo SC. Use Conquer EC inside along with Baygon Aerosol for cracks and crevices. Treat clothes and pets with Permethrin to keep them off.

WASP  Spray the outside of the home with Cypermethrin around eaves and overhangs to prevent nests from forming. Once formed, spray them directly with the Cypermethrin. If they are nesting in cracks in the wood, you will need to dust using Drione once in the spring and once in the fall. Hornet and Wasp Killer will kill them quickly as they fly, but will not stop the nesting.

WOODCHUCKS  Use Ropel Liquid to stop woodchucks from grazing on plants you want to keep protected. Persistent animals will need to be trapped and relocated using our Live Trap Single Door Medium and Trappers Choice Wood Chuck Lure. Take animals away and release them 10 miles away.

YELLOW JACKETS  Drench nests in the ground with Cypermethrin in the evening for quick control. Use TEMPO to bait foraging workers. Use PT-230 and spray it from inside. DO NOT SPRAY THE NEST FROM THE OUTSIDE IF YOU ARE TREATING A NEST IN YOUR HOME!!!
PART 2. CHEMICAL CONCENTRATES AND PRODUCTS

The following list includes products from the information in Part 1 as well as other products we sell. The codes at the end in ( ) represent the type of equipment needed or recommended to do the application. You will find these codes in Part 3 following corresponding products. As you review the products, keep in mind that all prices are subject to change and that U-Spray cannot be held responsible for products listed which are no longer available, have new regulations regarding their shipment or any which have limited supply. The codes in between the ( ) mean the following:

(fg) Fogger (hd) Hand Duster (he) Hose End Sprayer
(pd) Power Duster (rtu) Ready to use (sd) Granule Spreader
(sp) Pump Sprayer (tt) Termite Treater (cg) Caulking Gun

4-The-Birds Liquid and Caulking. The liquid is $50.00 a gallon and will treat from 500 to 1000 sq/ft. Apply it with a Sprayer. Get a 5 gallon pail for $200.00. The caulking tubes are $8.00 and will treat 10 linear feet each; case of 12 $75.00. Use it for squirrels, birds, raccoon, beaver and many other animals. (sp)(cg)

4-The-Birds Solvent. Use this to remove liquid or gel 4-The-Birds when it gets where you don’t want it. Quarts are $30.00. (sp)(rag)

Advance Termite Bait Stations. Use around the home for monitoring termite activity. Each station comes with an untreated bait stake and Inspection Cartridge. $15.00 per station. When termites are found, replace Inspection Cartridge with Bait Cartridge which sell for $25.00 ea. (rtu)

Air Devil. This 14 ounce can is $20.00 and works great for treating small cracks and crevices in rooms and where the use of a liquid spray is difficult. (rtu) Most of our aerosols have the crack and crevice tip as seen in the picture to the right. Buy five and get the sixth can free – save $20.00!!! Cannot be shipped to New York.

Air Sponge. Simply set these mal odor absorbing trays in rooms where you have a strong odor you want to remove. It will suck it up for 1-2 weeks. $12.00 each.

Allersearch ADS. Allergen spray used on carpets, furniture, etc. to essentially help keep known allergens from getting air born. Great for Dust Mites.$35.00 per Qt. (rtu)

Allersearch Wash. Allergen laundry wash that is used for colored laundry and other clothing that can only be washed in cold water. Without hot water, known allergens will thrive. This detergent allows you to use cold water but effectively remove known allergens from clothing and bedding. $25.00 a 22 oz jar. (rtu)

Allersearch X-Mite. Powdered material that is sprinkled on rugs and other areas where known allergens are thriving. After a few hours it is vacuumed out. $30.00 for a 1 lb jar. (rtu).
Bat Repellent. Sprinkle this around vents, window ledges or other areas bats are hanging around. The odor it releases will keep bats away. Is sells for $25.00 a 4lb jar and will treat around 400-800 sq/ft. The 24 lb pail is $125.00. (rtu) (sd) Cannot be shipped to California or New Jersey.

Baygon Aerosol. This 14 ounce can comes with a crack and crevice tip for specific applications. Use it around the house for hard to spray areas. $20.00 17.5 oz (rtu). Cannot be shipped to California.

Bayleton Fungicide Granules. 6 lb bag covers 2,000-4,000 sq/ft and will kill off fungus like brown patch & dollar spot. 6 lb is $18.00; 11.25 lb is $32.00. (rtu)(sd)

Bifen IT. Odorless Bifenthrin as the active. Huge label and very effective on just about any pest. Packaged in pints for $60.00, quarts for $95.00 and ¾ Gal jugs for $200.00. Cannot be shipped to Alaska, California, Connecticut, New Jersey and New York.

Boracare. The best material for Powder Post Beetle control. It will penetrate wood and lasts many years. $135.00 a gallon; $500.00 a case of four. (sp) (fg) Cannot be shipped to Alaska.

Boric Acid. The original. $6.00 a 20 oz jar, $25.00 a 5 lb jar and $75.00 a 25 lb bucket. (rtu) (pd) (hd)

Bug Bands. These are light bands wore around your wrist or ankle that release repellents mosquitoes don’t like. One size fits all. $5.00 each; buy 5 and get one free. (rtu)

Bug Band Bite Shield. Used like the regular Bug Bands, but more powerful. It features a small fan that propels the repellent into the air surrounding the wearer. $25.00 ea; replacement cartridges are $10.00 for a 2 pack. (rtu)

Bug Free Washer Concentrate. This 12 oz jar will mix with two gallons of water and create a formulation that is used in any washer fluid tank for keeping windshields clean. The spray will remove dirt; dead bugs, bird droppings and other road grime without smearing it like regular kind. $5.00 a jar.

Bug Free Bug Remover. 14 oz ready to spray. Great for getting squished bugs off your windshield or other car parts. $4.00

Bug Free Wipes. Handy for removing dead bugs and other road dirt from your car and windshield. Packaged in 25 packs, they sell for $5.00.

Bulk Glue. This loose glue is used for making your own glueboards that can be used for rats, mice or other animals. $50.00 a gallon; $140.00 cs/4 G. (rtu)

Citronella Lotion. Use on your skin as an insect repellent. Gentle and safe for adults and children, this 4 oz jar sells for $8.00. (rtu)

Cobweb Eliminator. All natural spider spray and repellent. Made from foodstuff, this spray chases spiders away and prevents new webs from forming for up to one month. $15.00 a quart; $40.00 a gallon. (rtu) (sp)

Conquer EC. Mixes with water, odorless and has a big label. $60.00 a pint; $90.00 a quart. (sp) (he) Cannot be shipped to Alaska, Connecticut or New York.

Cyfluthrin Granules. 10 lbs for 5,000 sq/ft. 10 lb bag is $15.00; 20 lb bag is $26.00. (rtu)(sd)
Cynoff WP and EC. Used for many pests. 16 oz $65.00; 32 oz $95.00. 1 lb jar $65.00. Cannot be shipped to Alaska, Connecticut, New York or New Jersey. (sp) (he)

Cypermethrin. Used for many pests and applied with a sprayer. 1 ounce to a gallon. 1 oz is $10.00; 4 oz is $30.00; 8 oz is $50.00; 16 oz is $65.00; 32 oz $75.00 $125.00 a gallon. (sp) (he) Cannot be shipped to New York.

Daconil Liquid 12.5% Fungicide. Use for common lawn fungus like brown patch or dollar spot. Packaged in quarts for $25.00 each.

Deadline Slug Mud. Place around plants you want to protect from feeding slugs and snails. They cannot cross over it once applied. $10.00 a pint; $15.00 a quart. The meal is a 3 lb jar for $15.00 and covers 1250 feet per lb. (rtu)

Deer Blocker. Available in a ready to use and a concentrate. Spray plants and shrubs you want to protect from foraging deer. $15.00 for the ready to use; $30.00 for the concentrate. Gallons are $200.00. (rtu) (sp)

Deet. Our Deet comes in a 25% 1 ounce mister that is either “Sport” or “Vanilla” scented. Our 100% formulation comes in a 2 ounce mister. They are all $8.00 a jar; buy three for $20.00 and yes, you can mix and match. (rtu)

Defence Granules. Slow release granules that are placed on the ground where you want to stop dogs or cats from walking. $20.00 per 2 lb jar; buy 3 jars for $50.00 (rtu)

Delta Dust. Used for many pests. Dry dust that will last up to 6 months – even when it’s wet. $20.00 lb; 5 lbs $75.00 (pd)(hd) Cannot be shipped to Alaska or New York.

Delta Guard Granules. Turf granules which last 1-2 months and work on many pests. $45.00 for the 20 lb bag. Cannot be shipped to Alaska, Connecticut or New Jersey. (rtu) (sd) (pd)

Demand. Microencapsulated concentrate that is used for many pests. Odorless and lasts 2-3 months per application. $95.00 for 8 ounces that makes 20 gallons. (sp) Cannot be shipped to Connecticut or New York.

Demon EC and WP. Used for many pests around the home. 16 oz is $70.00 and makes 16 gallons. 1 lb jar is $88.00 and makes 24 gallons. Packs that make 2 gallons are $20.00. Cannot be shipped to Connecticut, New York or New Jersey. (sp) (he)

Deodorized Oil. Used in Thermal Fogger. $25.00 a gallon; $100.00 a 5 gallon pail.

Drax Sugar Gel 30 CC’s. Sugar based bait for all kinds of ants. Apply with a Bait Gun or the enclosed push rod. Use inside. $12.00 a tube. (rtu)

Drax Protein Gel 30 CC’s. Protein based bait for all kinds of ants. Apply with a Bait Gun or the enclosed push rod. Use inside. $12.00 a tube. (rtu)

Drax Roach Gel 30 CC’s. Bait for roaches to be used inside. Apply with a Bait Gun or the enclosed push rod. Use inside. $12.00 a tube. (rtu)

Drax Dual. Combines both protein and sugar based bait for ants in one dispenser. $12.00. (rtu)

Drax Liquid Bait Stations. This latest formulation is designed for use where ants are seeking water as their primary reason for invasion. You can get replaceable canisters or bulk liquid that is more economical. Available for both inside and outside placements. Use one every 10-20 feet on the sides of homes where ants are active or rooms where ants are seen. $12.00 each for inside stations; $12.50
each for the outside model. **Buy five and get one free!!!** Refills are $5.00 each; bulk liquid is $15.00 a pint (enough to refill 10 times).

**Drione Dust.** Used for many pests. Mostly silica gel. $65.00 for a 1 lb jar; $200.00 for a 5 lb jar. (pd) (hd) **Cannot ship to Alaska; 5 lb jar cannot be shipped New York.**

**Dual Choice Ant Bait Stations.** Set these out where you are seeing ants. It will work on many species of ants. $25.00 for a pack of 12 stations; $45.00 for 36 and $100.00 for a box of 72. Change every three months. (rtu) Clear station makes for easy inspection.

**ECO ACU PCO.** Latest technology that uses food oils and natural ingredients that are found to kill insects. Aerosol form only. Odorless can is 17 oz and is $20.00. Comes with crack and crevice applicator. (rtu) **Cannot be shipped to New York.**

**ECO Dust.** Great for scorpions, this dust can be applied to crawl spaced, attics and wall voids. $12.00 for a 10 oz Jug; 5 lb pail $65.00 (rtu)

**Exciter.** 6% Pyrethrin concentrate. $120.00 a pint. (sp) **Cannot be shipped to New York.**

**Flea Granules.** Flea Granules are simply sprinkled on carpeting, broomed in and will last a year or more at controlling fleas. This safer than table salt product is $35.00 for a 2 lb which will treat up to 1000 sq/ft, $60.00 for a 4 lb jar which will treat up to 2000 sq/ft. (rtu)

**Flea Repellent.** Place out in the yard so fleas stay away. Use them to prevent getting infested. 4 lb jars treat 3200 sq/ft and cost $20.00. (rtu)

**Flea, Tick and Mange Dip.** Permethrin as the active. Pint is $12.00.

**Fly Ribbon.** 14 foot long roll, which resembles a small roll of toilet paper, and can be hung used to catch flies. $5.00 a roll; $50.00 for a case of 12 (rtu)

**Foaming Agent.** $20.00 a quart; $50.00 a gallon (foaming tool use only).

**Fogger.** 6 ounce total release fogger that uses Pyrethrin as the active ingredient. Use it in food processing areas. It works for many pests but should be used in conjunction with residual products. $6.00 a can. (rtu)

**Gentrol Roach growth regulator.** Use with any adulticide to break the cycle of roaches in and around the home. One bottle makes a gallon. $10.00 a jar; 3 jars for $25.00; $65.00 for a box of ten bottles. (sp) (fg) **Cannot be shipped to Alaska.**

**Gentrol Aerosol.** Gentrol in a can for easy spraying. This ready to spray formulation is ideal for furniture, floors and just about anywhere target insects like roaches and bed bugs are hiding. $25.00 a can. (rtu) **Cannot be shipped to NY.**

**Giant Destroyer Gas Sticks.** Used down gopher, woodchuck and groundhog holes. A pack of 4 sticks is $10.00; buy 5 and get a 6th pack free!!! (rtu)

**Goose Chase.** This natural repellant is great at keeping ducks and geese off your property and will stop them from chewing on your turf. A Pint is $25.00 and will treat up to 5,000 sq/ft. The gallon is $120.00 and will treat an acre. (sp)

**Gopher Bait.** Used in burrows for gopher control. 1 lb jar is $12.00; 5 lb jars $40.00. 50 lb bags $180.00 (rtu)
Green Lawnger. Used primarily as a cosmetic tool, this product mixes with water and can be sprayed over damaged grass to hide unsightly spots from fungus, rot or animal damage. $30.00 a quart; $100.00 a gallon (sp) and covers up to 400 sq/ft.

Halt Dog Repellent. 4oz ready to spray Capsaicin aerosol great for quick repelling action of aggressive dog behavior. Will not permanently injure target animal but will disorient them and allow you to take defensive action. $8.00 a can.

Hornet and Wasp Freeze. New wasp/bee/hornet freeze which is very effective. Quick acting with a reach of 20 feet or more. $8.00 a can; $75.00 a case of 12. (rtu)

Hospital Disinfectant. Used to clean non-porous surfaces. Ready to use in a convenient can. Just like Rough and Ready but handier. $10.00 a 15 ounce can. (rtu)

Insect Glue Bulk. Non-Drying glue which comes in a tub and is generally used on trees or other surfaces where insect activity is not wanted. Bugs will crawl onto it and get stuck ultimately going elsewhere. $12.00 per 15 oz tub. (rtu)

Insect Growth Regulator. Basically the new name for Flea Fix. Using Nylar as the active ingredient, this material is very active on the young of many insects including fleas, roaches, mosquitoes and other pests. 1 oz is $7.50, 4 oz is $25.00 and pints are $80.00. (sp)

Insecticidal Soap. Non-Toxic concentrate for insect control on plants. 16 oz jar - $15.00, 32 oz jar - $25.00, Gallons $60.00 (sp).

Insect Strips. These can be placed in areas where flies and moths are active. It slowly releases and will kill adults as they fly. $12.00 each. Lasts 1-2 months. (rtu) Cannot be shipped to California or New York.

Insecta Spray. This is a unique material that is latex. It will last up to a year when applied on surfaces which are non-porous. On surfaces that absorb your first application, treat again. The first coat will seal it. $65.00 a gallon. (sp)

Jecta Gel. This is a material like Boracare except that it is in a cartridge and is much heavier and thicker than Boracare. It is good to use in posts, wood floors and other wood that is difficult to treat with Boracare. The gel will diffuse into the wood over time. $45.00 for 10 oz tube (apply by using in a caulking gun). (rtu)

Konk Pyrethrin. Use this metered aerosol in our Aerosol Machines for controlled applications which are great for odor control and flying insects. The standard 974% strength is $12.00 a can with cases of 12 for $125.00. The Super Concentrated formulation, at 1.8% Pyrethrin, is $20.00 a can with cases of 12 for $200.00. (rtu)(sp)

Lice Comb Kit. Great for lice removal. $10.00 a kit. (rtu)

Lice Detergent Wash. Add it to the laundry detergent. 16 oz for $30.00. (rtu)

Lice Enzyme Rinse. Used to remove nits and their eggs. Non-Chemical but very effective for complete control. 8 oz jar is $25.00. (rtu)

Lice Killer Aerosol. This odorless Permethrin and Pyrethrin combination packs a quick with residual that can last weeks. Use it anywhere including beds, mattresses and other sensitive areas. 10 oz cans are $20.00; cases of 6 cans are $90.00. (rtu)

Lice Shampoo. Pyrethrin based shampoo that is strong. 4 oz jar $15.00. (rtu)
Liquatox. Can be used straight or mixed with certain food stuff to feed as a poison to rats, mice or other animals. $5.00 a bag; buy 5 and get one bag free!!! (rtu)

Liquatox Stations are $3.00 and when you buy 5, you get one free!!

Liquid Fertilizer. Use it when dealing with dollar spot fungus. $15.00 Qt. (rtu)

Liquid Lime. Use this high PH liquid on your turf instead of granulated lime. It’s faster acting and can be used anytime of the year. $25.00 a gal; 2 Gal Pail $55.00 (sp)

Maxforce Ant Bait Stations. $35.00 for 24 protein attractant stations for use inside. (rtu)

Maxforce Carpenter Ant Gel. This gel uses Honeydew as the attractant and adult ants simply cannot resist it. Once fed to the young ants, their feces are sure to kill the colony in a few days. $30.00 a tube that is enough to control 1-2 nests. Buy three tubes for $75.00 - a savings of $25.00 !!! (rtu)

Maxforce Ant Gel. This is the latest gel from the same company that makes the Carpenter Ant Gel. Amazingly attractant to all ants, it will quickly be accepted and shared within most any ant colony for quick knockdown. $20.00 a tube and $50.00 for a box of 4. Each tube is 27 grams and works in the bait gun. (rtu)

Maxforce Granules. This bait is used outside for ants, roaches and crickets. $20.00 a 10 ounce jar; buy three for $50.00 or a 6 lb jar for $140.00. (rtu) (sd)

Maxforce Gel for Roaches. Comes in a throwaway syringe which is $20.00 a tube or $50.00 for a box of three. The bait gun size is $50.00 for a box of 4 tubes but the bait gun is needed. (rtu)

Maxforce Ant Gel for Roaches. In picture to left.

Maxforce Roach Bait Stations. Use in the home for control of German Roaches. A bag of 72 is $50.00. (rtu)

Melaleuca Pet Mist. Spray pets that have flea bites or other skin irritations. Stops the itch immediately. A 12 oz spray bottle is $12.00. (rtu)

Melaleuca Shampoo. Use in conjunction with the mist if the pet is severely bitten. A 16 oz jar is $15.00; four jars are $50.00. (rtu)

Merit Granules. Long lasting grub control for 6-12 months. 10 lb bag $20.00 (sd)

Mistocide Fogging Compound. Used in the Thermal Fogger. $50.00 a gallon.

Mold Blaster. Cleaning compound used to kill off fungi like mold, mildew, slime, algae and other types of fungus in and around the home. Also knocks out odor from the fungus. $20.00 a gallon for the concentrate that makes 40-60 gallons. (sp)

Mold Block. Special formulation used to treat over areas that have been growing mold or other fungus. Once treated, these surfaces will not be able to grow any more fungus for 1-2 years. Great for use inside and outside the home and can be used on any type of surface. $15.00 a quart; $40.00 per gallon; $150.00 5 gal/pl (rtu)

Mole Bait. Special blend of grubs and other proteins moles can’t resist. This is the only mole bait we have seen that really works! 1 lb jar $12.00, 5 lb jar is $45.00. (rtu)

Mole Repellent. Just sprinkle these granules out over turf to repel moles. (also labeled for skunks, armadillo and voles) $20.00 for a 5 lb jar which covers 2500 sq/ft; $75.00 for the 25 lb tub. (rtu)
**Mont Joy Juice Fertilizer.** Liquid Fertilizer that works well on grass and plants. $15.00 per 8 oz, 16 oz $25.00, ½ Gal $50.00 and gallons are $80.00. (sp)

**Mosquito Dunks.** Set out in water mosquitoes are known to reproduce in. Will last 30 days per dunk. $12.00 for a 6 pack; $25.00 for a card with 20. **$100.00 for a box of 100 dunks.** (rtu)

**Mosquito Granules.** Made of the same BT as the dunks, the granules are designed for use in smaller bodies of water where you need a quicker release. They won’t last as long as the dunks but they will be better for smaller jobs. $12.00 for an 8 oz jar, $25.00 for a 2 ¼ lb jar and $140.00 for the big 20 lb pail. (rtu)

**Mosquito Methoprene Granules.** Made of small granules like the BT granules, these are slightly stronger and use the growth hormone Methoprene to stop mosquitoes from being able to grow in water that is treated. 2.5 lb jars are $50.00 and 5 lb jars are $85.00. (rtu)

**Mosquito Scat.** Used to repel mosquitoes. Apply several hours before you having a party or outside activity. Can last several days. 5 lbs $20.00; 20 lbs $80.00. (rtu)

**Moss/Mildew/Fungus Killer.** Used for rooftops, siding and turf, this product will kill off unwanted mold, mildew and moss. Available in a specially designed hose end sprayer with 32 oz of product for $20.00. (rts)

**Natural RX Repellent.** Liquid spray, ready to use, for plants to keep unwanted insects from eating or living on them. All natural non-insecticidal. Qts are $10.00. (rtu).

**NC-7.** Use it in crawl spaces, under decks or anywhere skunk odors are present. It will reduce the smell and help it to go away. $50.00 for ½ gallon. (rtu)(sp)

**Niban FG.** Fine granular bait used for ants, roaches, silverfish, and crickets. $40.00 for a 3 lb bag. (rtu) (sd)

**Nylar.** Growth regulator that works by stopping eggs and larva from being able to fully develop. Works on moths, ants, roaches, fleas and just about any insect that completes a 4 stage development. $25.00 for 4 oz; $80.00 for a pint. (sp) **Cannot be shipped to Alaska.**

**Odor Destroyer.** Works like both Odorcide and Dawgon combining both excrement and bad animal odor removal in one jug. $20.00 a quart; $40.00 a gallon. (rtu) (sp)

**Odor Eliminator.** Aerosol that works in the time mist machines. Itdiffuses odors by breaking apart their molecular structure. $6.00 a 6 ounce can. (rtu)

**Orthene Turf.** Smelly and effective on grubs, earwigs and other pests. $25.00 lb jar. 5 lb jars are $100.00. (he)

**Fresh Cherry Scent.** Strong cherry scent used in public bathrooms. $15.00 a gallon. (rtu) (sp)

**Permethrin Aerosol.** Use as a repellent, this odorless spray is great for hikers, hunters and outdoorsmen alike. Simply spray shoes, boots, pants and other gear before you go a field to keep mosquitoes, chiggers and ticks away. $10.00 a 6 oz can. **Get three cans for $25.00!!!**

**Permethrin Concentrate.** 10% is used for many pests both inside and outside. Can be sprayed on cattle and horses for fly control. $15.00 for 8 oz; $25.00 a pint: $35.00 a quart and $100.00 for a gallon. (sp) (fg)
**Permethrin Super SFR Concentrate.** This is three times as strong as the 10% formulation and can be used in the same way. $65.00 a quart. $180.00 5 Qt

*Cannot be shipped to Alaska, Connecticut, New York or New Jersey.* (sp) (fg)

**Petcor.** Liquid spray for pets which kills both flea eggs and adults. Replaces Ovitrol Spray. Pints are $15.00; quarts are $25.00. (rtu)

**Poison Peanuts.** Labeled for groundhogs. $8.00 for 4 oz. (rtu) **Pramitol 25E.** Soil sterilant and weed killer. $25.00 quart; $80.00 a gallon. (sp) *Cannot be shipped to Alaska, California, New York or New Jersey*

**Precor 2000.** Aerosol great for treating hardwood floors or tile for fleas. One can will treat 2000 sq/ft. Has both adulticide and egg killer. $25.00 a can. (rtu)

**Precor Concentrate.** Egg killer for flea control.$8.00 a bottle; 3 for $20.00;$48.00 a box of 10. Pints are $85.00 and make 16 gallons. (sp) *Cannot be shipped to Alaska.*

**PT- Advance Carpenter Ant Bait.** Granular outside bait for carpenter ants. Simply sprinkle it around the home, in turf and other areas where you see activity. Foraging ants will eat it and die. $30.00 for 8 oz; $90.00 for 2 lbs. (rtu)

**PT-Avert Bait.** 4 oz aerosol can. Use in conjunction with Maxforce Gel for best results. $25.00 a can (rtu) *Cannot be shipped to New York.*

**PT-Avert Dry Bait.** 30 gram tube. Use in conjunction with Maxforce Gel for best results. $29.00 a tube. (rtu)

**PT-Cykick.** $20.00 per 17.5 ounce can. Great for pantry pests. (rtu) Cykick in picture looks like most of our aerosols. *Cannot be shipped to New York.*

**PT-Cykick CS.** $60.00 per Pint. This is the liquid form of the same great product. (sp) *Cannot be shipped to New York.*

**PT-Instant Soap.** Aerosol formulation for washing hands w/out water. 9 oz $8.00. (rtu)

**PT-Microcare.** $20.00 per 16 ounce can. Great for lice. (rtu)

**PT-PI.** $30.00 per 20 ounce can. Pyrethrin formulation. (rtu)

**PT-1300.** Orthene Foggers. 6 oz can covers 4500 sq/ft and costs $35.00 ea.(rtu)

**PT-230.** $25.00 per 8 ounce can. (rtu) *Cannot be shipped to New York.*

**PT-280.** $25.00 per 18 ounce can. Great for roaches. (rtu)

**PT-300.** $25.00 per 4 ounce can. Great aerosol/gel formulation roaches. (rtu)

**PT-370.** $35.00 a 2 lb jar. Good bait for fire ants. (rtu)

**PT-515 Wasp Freeze.** $9.00 per 14 ounce can; $92.00 a case of 12.(rtu)

**PT-565 XLO.** $25.00 per 20 oz can; buy 5 get one free and a case of 12 for $200.00 (rtu)

**Purge III.** 6.25 ounce can used in Dispenser. $18.00 a can; **buy 6 for $95.00.** Lasts a month. (rtu)

**Pyrethrin 6% Concentrate.** Used for many pests with a fogging machine. $85.00 a pint most of the time but call to be sure. (fg) *Cannot be shipped to New York.*

**Quick Action Urine/Feces Odor Eliminator.** Destroys odors caused by dogs and cats defecating and urinating in and around the home. $10.00 a quart; $30.00 a gallon. (rtu) (sp)
**Rat and Mouse Repellent.** Sprinkle around your home and keep rodents from entering. $12.00 for a 1 ¼ lb jar which treats 100 linear feet; $20.00 for a 4 lb jar which covers 250 linear feet; $50.00 for 12 lbs which treats 750 linear feet; $100.00 for a 28 lb for 2000 linear ft. (rtu) (sd) Rat and Mouse Repellent seen to the left. *Cannot be shipped to New Jersey or New York.*

**RCO Gopher Bait.** The best formulation for pocket gophers they love to death. 1 lb jar is $12.00, 5 lb jar is $40.00 and 50 lb bag is $180.00. (rtu)

**Repel Dog and Cat Repellent Aerosol.** Used inside for keeping dogs and cats off and away from furniture, walls, curtains, etc. Dry aerosol and best suited for when you can’t spray with liquid. 16 oz $12.00. (rtu)

**Rid-A-Critter.** Repellent for rabbits and squirrels. Use it in the yard. $12.00 a 1 1/14 jar which covers 200 sq/ft. **Buy 5, get one free!!!** (rtu) (sd) *Cannot be shipped to California or New Jersey.*

**Ropel Granules 2 lb.** Use around the home in turf to stop dogs, cats and other animals from using your yard as their bathroom. $20.00 a jar; **$50.00 for 3.** 1 jar treats 200 sq/ft. (rtu) (sd) Ropel Granules seen to the left.

**Ropel Liquid.** Use on just about anything to stop animals from chewing. It tastes bad so it works instantly. $20.00 a quart; $65.00 a gallon. (rtu) (sp)

**Rough and Ready Virucide.** This material can be used anywhere you have found animal droppings, urine, feces or dead bodies. It will quickly kill off all bacteria, virus and contaminates on wood and other surfaces. $5.00 /32 oz; $12.00 a gallon (rtu).

**Slug Bait.** Pellets slugs love to eat. Once they do, they die. $10.00 for a 2.5 lb bag. (rtu)

**Skunk Shampoo.** Use it on pets if they get sprayed for quick odor control. $12.00 a pint. Buy three jars for $30.00 and save $5.00!!! (rtu)

**Skunk Repellent.** Just sprinkle these granules out over turf to repel skunks. $20.00 for a 5 lb jar which covers 2500 sq/ft; $75.00 for the 25 lb tub. (rtu)

**Snake Away Repellent.** Simply sprinkle it out where you want to stop snakes from entering. Draw a line from snake areas so they don’t come in your yard or apply it around your home to keep them out. $12.00 for a 1.75 lb jar which will treat 100 linear feet; $20.00 for a 4 lb jar which treats 250 linear feet – **get a $7.50 discount when you buy three jars for $50.00 or 12 lbs; $100.00 for the commercial 28 lb pail** which treats 2000 linear feet. (rtu)

**Sniper/Viper 4 oz Concentrate.** $30.00 for 4 oz; $50.00 for 8 oz; $65.00 for 16 oz. (sp) *Cannot be shipped to New York.*

**Sniper/Viper Garden Dust.** Unlike common garden dusts, this one does not smell. Great for gardens. Works on all insects – even whiteflies. $5.00- 1 lb; $15.00- 4 lbs (rtu)
**Spreader Sticker.** Use it with just about any adulticide and the adulticide will work better. Spreader Sticker will let the material stick to pests and treated areas better. $6.00 - 8 oz; $10.00 - 16 oz; $15.00 Qt., $50.00 a gallon. Mix 2 oz per gallon. (sp)

**Sprint 330 Iron.** Used on turf and plants to supply the much needed iron needed for green and healthy foliage. 5 lb pail is $75.00. (sp)

**Sterifab.** Ready to spray product that is used on bedding and other sensitive areas for Dust Mite Control. $12.00 pint; $50.00 a gallon and $225.00 for 5 Gal pails (rtu)

**Stimukil Fly Bait.** Place it outside where flies are active. Special Pheromones will attract flies before they get in the home. Once they eat it, they die. $10.00 a 1 lb jar; $40.00 for 5 lbs. (rtu)

**Sting Ray.** Strong aerosol for “freezing” wasps and bees. $8.00 a can; $75.00 cs. (rtu)

**Surflan Pre-emergent.** This product can be sprayed on grass, flower beds or other areas where you don’t want anything to grow from seed. Will not hurt existing plants. 8 oz covers 5,000 sq/ft for $25.00; a quart covers ¼ acre for $80.00 and the gallon is $250.00 and covers 2 acres. Applications will last 3-4 months. (sp) (he)

**Survivors.** This grease and grime eating enzyme is used down drain lines to “clean out” food stuff which builds up and provides food for pests like moth flies. Apply it in sinks, bath tubs, showers or floor drains. $10.00 a quart; $35.00 a gallon. (rtu)

**Suspend SC.** Microencapsulated material that is mixed with water and sprayed inside or outside. Applications will last 2-3 months and will work on many pests. $70.00 a pint that will make 10 gallons; quarts are $120.00. *Cannot be shipped to Alaska, Connecticut, New York or New Jersey.* (sp)

**Talstar Granules.** Great for many pests around the home. $50.00 a 25 lb bag. (sd) (rtu) *Cannot be shipped to Alaska, Connecticut, New York or New Jersey.*

**Talstar Termiticide.** $220.00 a jug that makes 100 gallons and is enough to treat the average home. Odorless and easy to use. *Cannot be shipped to Alaska, California, Connecticut, New York or New Jersey.* (he) (tt)

**Talstar One.** $70.00 per pint; $110.00 per quart. Great for outdoor pests. Large coverage with lots of insects on label. (sp) *Cannot be shipped to Alaska, California, Connecticut, New Jersey or New York.*

**Tempo WP.** 1 lb jar $110.00 that works well on many pests. No odor. (sp) *Cannot be shipped to Alaska, Connecticut or New York.*

**Tempo SC.** 240 ML. Great for chiggers, clover mites and ticks. Use a Hose End Sprayer for spraying. Low odor and quick knockdown. $70.00 a bottle. (sp) *Cannot be shipped to Alaska, Connecticut or New York.*

**Tempo Dust.** 1.25 lb jar; works on many pests. Use a hand duster like the Crusader for easier applications. $30.00 a jar. (rtu) *Cannot be shipped to New York.*

**Termite Concentrate No Odor.** Small packaging for small problems. $35.00 a quart which treats 15 linear feet; $50.00 for ½ gallon which treats 30 linear feet and $80.00 a gallon which will treat up to 60 linear feet. (he) (tt)

**Termite Super Concentrate (low odor).** 1 gallon will cover the average home around the outside trench. Apply with our Termite Treater or Hose End Sprayer. $60.00 a
quart; $150.00 1.25 gallon. Costs more because it has no odor. Lasts 3-5 years per treatment. *Cannot be shipped to Connecticut, New York or New Jersey.* (he) (tt)

**Thuricide.** Uses naturally occurring bacteria to target unwanted insects on plants. Spray them directly; great for bagworms, tent caterpillars, etc. $15.00 a pint. (sp)

**Timbor Wood Treatment.** 1 lb covers 200 sq/ft. Good for pre-treatment or preventing mold and mildew from growing in damp areas. 1 lb bag $10.00; 6 bags for $50.00; $100.00 for a 25 lb bucket. (sp) *Cannot be shipped to New York.*

**Top Gun Rodent Bait Blocks or Pellets.** Strong rodenticide that will kill in less than 24 hours. The best available. $100.00 a pail which has 128 blocks; pellets are $1.25 per pack and for every five you buy you get one free. Stop feed action. (rtu)

**Triple Pyrethrum Shampoo.** Smells great and makes fur smooth and silky. $10.00 a 12 ounce jar; $50.00 a gallon. (rtu)

**Vegetables Plus Permethrin.** Odorless 10% Permethrin labeled for use on plants, vegetables, etc., for many pests. Pints are $20.00; quarts are $30.00. (sp)

**Viper.** Used for many pests and applied with a sprayer. 1 ounce to a gallon. 1 oz is $10.00; 4 oz is $30.00; 8 oz is $50.00; 16 oz is $65.00; $125.00 a gallon. (sp) (he) *Cannot be shipped to New York.*

**Viper 25 G.** Permethrin based Granule that works on many pests. Odorless and long lasting, 10 lb bags treat 5000 sq/ft and are $10.00 (rtu)

**Vole Repellent.** Just sprinkle these granules out over turf to repel voles. $20.00 for a 5 lb jar which covers 2500 sq/ft; $75.00 for the 25 lb tub. (rtu)

**Weed Killer RTS.** Ready to spray quart of broadleaf weed killer that can be sprayed over most any lawn and will only target broad leaf weeds and not injure grass. $12.00 per qt (rtu) (sp)

**Whole Control.** Spray over turf to repel mole or armadillos. Qts cover 5000 sq/ft for $20.00; **Gallons are $40.00** and can be used to refill the sprayer above or can be applied with our 20 Gallon Hose End Sprayer we sell for $5.00. (he)

**ZP Rodent Bait.** Really good for gophers but may be used for rats or mice as well. Packaged in 1 lb jars, this unique product works differently from most any common rodenticide. $12.00 a lb. (rtu)

**PART 3. EQUIPMENT NEEDED TO DO THE WORK**
The following equipment is used for doing pest control and many times needed to apply certain products listed above in part 2. Match the equipment code with the product code to insure you are ordering the right item needed to do the work properly.

**Aerosol Dispensing Machine.** Battery operated machines that house small cans of aerosol, which release either scented fragrance or insecticide. Model 1000 sells for $40.00 and can be set to release aerosol every 7.5, 15 or 30 seconds; Model 3000 is fully programmable and can be configured to skip days, time windows, etc. Our Model 2000 is just like the Model 1000 but includes a Photo sensing light cell so that you can set it to work only when light is present. Model 1000 is $40.00, Model 2000 is $45.00 and the Model 3000 is $50.00.

**Air Purifier.** These are devices that are used for odor control and allergen control. They basically "ionize" or charge air born particles so they are not able to remain air born. We have two models. The plug in unit is $50.00; the portable battery operated model is $70.00. Used a lot for dust mite allergy control.

**Alligator Guard.** This is essentially a floating Alligator Head that is used to repel raccoons, otters, bobcat and other animals from small ponds. Simply set it out close to the shore and let it float while attached to a short string. Very realistic. Sells for $70.00 each and can cover 25-50 of shore line. (rtu)

**Attack Spider.** Mechanical spider, which has a body about the size of a softball cut in half, complete with legs and mandibles. It features a retractable 18” cord which and is battery powered. Use it on the sides of buildings and on windows where you have unwanted bird or small animal activity. The Attack Spider is able to detect movement and vibration, which releases its cord giving the appearance of “attacking”. This motion will scare away-unwanted pest activity. $15.00 a unit.

**Beaver Book.** This short book has great illustrations of what a beginner trapper needs to know when trapping beaver. $12.00 each.

**Beaver 2000.** This book is longer and gets into more depth than the Beaver Book and sells for $20.00. Excellent set descriptions and more detailed.

**Bee Hat.** Use this for keeping hives or if you have a nasty wasp or hornet nest you need to treat and need extra protection. Be sure to use it with a Veil and Suit that is designed to have the veil fit over it for a snug fit. Each hat is $20.00.

**Bee Veil Zippered or Tie On Model.** Designed to fit over our Bee Hat, this veil will attach to the Bee Suit for great protection and peace of mind. $40.00 each.

**Bee Gloves Leather.** These leather gloves are very comfortable during the hot summer and fit tightly around the arms just above the elbow. Medium sells for $40.00 and Large or X-Large are $40.00

**Bee Suit.** Available in 38 to 54, this breathable suit is very comfortable and very safe. It sells for just $90.00 and does a great job of keeping the bees from stinging.
**Bee Pole.** Use this to reach up to 20 feet. It extends from its telescopic position to reach high places. For use with Wasp Freeze. Each pole is $150.00 and has optional Scraper and Dusting tops.

**BG 2250 Power Duster.** This electric duster is easy to use when needing to treat large areas. It will shoot the dust up to 50 feet, depending on the product being used. It sells for $350.00 and comes with a year warranty. Use Drione, Delta Dust or Ficam Dust through this device. (pd)

**BG 1152-A Dust-R.** Hand held duster that holds 2 quarts of dust and features a pump handle. Great for large jobs. $150.00 (pd)

**BG Long Reach Dust-R.** Basically the regular Dust-R but with several extensions so that it is over 10 feet long making it great for any job which requires the treatment of high sites. $200.00. (pd)

**BG Stainless Steel Sprayer.** The original sprayer that every pest control operator uses. It is made of all brass and stainless steel. 4 way tip insures you will have the setting any job might need. $400.00 1 G; $450.00 for the 2 Gallon. (sp)

**Bird Chaser.** This device features a motion sensor and once activated will release a series of predatory bird calls which small birds and rodents will avoid. It also has a photo sensor enabling it to work only during the day. $100.00.

**Bird Distress Sound Emitter.** This device sends out loud sounds from many different birds, which can be adjusted, to the birds you want and the loudness desired. The sounds emitted are distress calls and will keep unwanted birds away. Use it outside where it will not bother people. Can be set at night. $250.00.

**Black Light.** Used to spot animal trails, urine and feces. Portable and powerful. Great for finding scorpions. $20.00 for basic; $60.00 for Deluxe.

**Bobcat Book Milligan.** Great starter book for the beginner. $15.00 each.

**Bobcat Book Pedersen.** A little more complicated for the experienced trapper. $30.00.

**Catch Pole.** 2 foot $50.00; 4 foot $50.00.

**Centrobulb Green Dusters.** $10.00 for the 4 ounce size, $20.00 for the 14 ounce. The new 14 ounce with 12” Extension is very popular and sells for $35.00. Use them for Drione, Boric Acid, Ficam Dust, Delta Dust or baits. We also have the Centro Bait Master, great for Niban and other hard to apply bait. $25.00. (hd)

**Cobweb Remover.** This soft bristled cleaning tool is ideal for removing unsightly cobwebs along with spider eggs. Extends to almost 8 feet. 14 and 30 ft sizes available as well. $25.00 each for the 5 ft; replacement heads are $15.00.

**Cobweb Spinner.** This battery operated tool has a long antenna like extension which is first pulled out. The unit is then turned on which causes the antenna to spin. When brought in contact with spider webs, they will coil up and wrap themselves on to the extension making for easy and neat cleanup. $15.00 each. Can be attached to the Cobweb Remover for extra length. Buy both for just $35.00.

**Corks.** ½ corks are $.20 each; **bag of 100 for $10.00.** 9/16 corks are $.20 each. Used for sealing holes when drilling into slabs or wall voids.

**Copper Stuff It.** Use for sealing entry holes through which squirrels, rats, mice and other rodents will enter. Won’t rust. $30.00 per 50 ft.; $50.00 for 100 ft.
**Crusader.** Used for applying dusts into cracks and crevices. $15.00 each. (hd)

**Dial-A-Mix Sprayer.** This device is easy to use and works well for applying many products we sell. Simply fill the holding tank with the product, dial it to the necessary setting, and hook it to your hose and spray. $12.00 each. (he)

**Dustick Aerosol Pole.** Used for applying aerosols like Wasp Freeze, this device comes in 4 four foot sections with the can holder on top. Comes with carry case as well and can be used with 1-4 extensions. $300.00. (sp)

**Dustick.** Use for applying dusts. This device comes with 4 four foot sections along with a dust holding tank on top and a pump handle on bottom. Allows you to treat over 25 feet high target locations while on the ground. $300.00. (sp) Optional Aerosol top is $50.00; optional Scraper top is $25.00. **Buy all three for $360.00!!!**

**Dustin Mizer.** Great for applying Drione, Delta Dust or other kinds in and around the home. Fill the tank with the dust and crank it out. Will reach 20-30 feet. More powerful than a hand duster; not as strong as electric dusters. $40.00. (pd) Dustin Mizer picture to the right.

We also sell a special deflector which fits on the end that deflects the dust 90 degrees. Great when needing to direct dust around corners, upwards at the bottom of leaves, etc. $6.00 each.

**Electric 15 Gallon Sprayer.** This 15 gallon unit is comes with mounting straps for any small ATV or tractor, uses a 12 volt pump and comes with 14 feet of hose and a spray wand. It comes with a power quick connect so you can attach it to any lawn and tractor 12 volt battery or use a separate deep cycle battery. $200.00. Also available in a 25 gallon size for $300.00 along with a slightly stronger pump. (sp)

**Electric Quart Sprayer.** This rechargeable sprayer has a quart tank and adjustable nozzle. It can pump 2 tanks off one charge. Great for small jobs. $30.00 each. (sp)

**Electric 1.3 Gallon Sprayer.** This rechargeable sprayer can hold just over 1 gallon of material and with its included carry strap, requires no pumping. You can empty many tanks on one charge and it can be used for many applications. $120.00 (sp)

**EV-N Spread.** Hand held spreader used to disperse any granule. $15.00 each. (sd)

**Foamer-Quart.** Hand held portable foaming tool used for treating wall voids, under slabs and other inaccessible spaces. Plastic construction. $80.00. (sp)

**Foamer-Gallon.** Hand held portable foaming tool used for treating wall voids, under slabs and other inaccessible spaces. Stainless Steel. $250.00. (sp)

**Foamer-2 Gallon.** Hand held portable foaming tool used for treating wall voids, under slabs and other inaccessible spaces. Plastic. $80.00. (sp)

**Fogmaster Mini Fogger.** Small electric fogger designed for small jobs. It will be able to treat 5000 well and sells for $150.00 (fg). If you will be treating 10,000 sq/ft plus, consider the 6309 or 6208 as featured below.
**Fogmaster 6309 Fogger.** This fogger has a set rate of 9 ounces per gallon. Holds 1.5 gallons per tank. $275.00. (fg)

**Fogmaster 6208 Fogger.** This fogger has a low/medium/high setting and will pump 9 ounces per minute when run on high. $300.00. (fg)

**Fogmaster 7401 ULV.** This is a true ULV machine. Looks like the 6309 and 6208 but creates a ULV instead of a fog. $350.00. (fg)

**Fogmaster 7807 ULV.** This is a true ULV machine as well but comes with either an 18” extension or a 38” extension. This makes it a good choice when needing to treat small areas like air ducts, closets, etc. The 16” model is $550.00 for the 110 V unit; $600.00 for the 220 V. The 38” model is $600.00 for the 110 V unit; $650.00 for the 220 V. (fg)

**Fox/Coyote Book.** Great handbook for making the perfect set. $10.00.

**Gopher Bait Applicator.** Used for applying RCO gopher bait. Rod applicator. $50.00.

**Granule Spreader.** We feature two hand held units. The basic unit is held in one hand and sells for $15.00. The deluxe unit has a strap, which goes around your neck, and does it’s applying as you crank it. It also has directional settings, which keep a consistent flow assuring good applications. It sells for $80.00 per unit. (sd)

**Granule/Liquid Guard.** Station used to house repellent granules and liquids. Protects your placements from rain and sun. Can hold over ½ lb granules or 16 ounces of liquid. $10.00 each; **buy 5 and get one free!!!**

**Hand Held Bug Vacuum/Zapper.** Portable hand held vacuum that sucks up most any insect and then “fries” them with a unique electric grid. Rechargeable batteries power this tool and kit includes charging base, batteries and extension. Can be set to vacuum but not kill enabling you to release desirable insects. $60.00 each.

**Hand Held Bug Buster.** Portable battery operated vacuum that enables the user to cleanly pick up unwanted pests without making a mess. You can then carry the pest outside for release or destroy it if desired. $15.00 each.

**Hand Held Zapper.** Unique device that uses electricity to “zap” flying or crawling pests. Very effective on wasps, flies, mosquitoes, yellow jackets, ladybugs and spiders. Shaped like a scaled down tennis racket, you don’t need to swat to kill your targeted pest. **Just touch it and watch the pest fry!** $15.00 ea; 4 for $50.00.

**Hose End Sprayer 20 or 6 Gallon.** This hose end sprayer is similar to the Dial-A-Mix but does not have a dial. Good for wettable powders. $6.00 each. (he)

**Irritatepe.** Used to repel birds. $12.00 a 25’ long roll. Use it on all birds.

**Maxforce Bait Gun.** This applicator, which works like a caulking gun, is $150.00. **It comes with a holster and a free box of 4 tubes with each one purchased.** Bait Gun in picture looks like a small caulking gun.

**Mole Bait Applicator.** Used for applying RCO mole bait. Rod applicator. $75.00.

**Mosquito Blocker.** This device works by releasing a natural plant oil that “blocks” the ability of the mosquitoes’ olfactory senses to find and track human odors. They come with batteries and one cartridge good for 30-45 days. $35.00 a unit; $12.00 for a pack of three refills. (rtu)
**Mosquito Netting.** Light netting that is generally used over one's sleeping area to protect from biting pests like mosquitoes. Several sizes are available. Call for pricing and availability. Bulk netting also available.

**Motion Activated Water Sprayer.** This device connects to your garden hose and uses a motion detector to “see” nuisance animals like dogs, cats, rabbits, raccoon, deer, etc. and then blasts them with a 3 second shot of water. Great for keeping unwanted visitors away from gardens. $100.00 ea; buy 3 for $250.00 (rtu) Mounting bracket option is $20.00 and enables fence/house mount.

**Mouse Bait Station.** Small station designed to protect the bait from the environment. THIS IS NOT A TAMPER PROOF STATION. $1.25 each.

**Mouse Bait Station Tamperproof.** This is used to protect the bait as well as be staked to the ground to make it unavailable to pets and children. $3.00 each.

**Muskrat book.** Great little book on how to trap muskrats. Illustrations and all types of sets are discussed. $10.00.

**Netting.** Used to stop animals from eating plants. It comes in a Regular Mesh which is ¼” squares. The Heavy Duty Mesh is twice a thick and features ½” squares. Regular mesh is available in a 7' x 20' for $15.00; 7’ x 100’ for $40.00; 14’ x 14’ for $15.00; 14’ x 45’ for $40.00; 14’ x 75’ for $50.00; 14’ x 100’ for $75.00 and 14’ x 200’ for $125.00; 28’ x 28’ for $50.00. Heavy Duty Netting is available in a 14’ x 50’ for $150.00, 14’ x 100’ for $225.00 and 14’ x 200’ for $425.00. (rtu)

**“Pesticide Applied” Warning Signs.** These 2-foot long plastic stakes with small warning signs, which indicate a treatment has been done to the turf, is a good way to mark where children and pets should avoid. Can also be used to keep neighbors from walking their pets in your yard. $1.00 each; $20.00 for a 25 pack.

**PH Test Probe.** Unlike the test kit, the probe gives an immediate measure without having to wait. Just stick it in the ground and read the scale. $20.00. (rtu)

**P&L Fly Lights.** This line of fly lights includes the Reflector, a small unit great for use around the home and small commercial areas. $75.00 per unit; $20.00 for a 6 pack of replacement pads. The Luralite is a wall Sconce design that comes in a small and large size. $150.00 for the small; $200.00 for the large. $15.00 a 6 pack of replacement boards for the small unit; $20.00 a 6 pack for the large machine. Their FTP 30 light is their true commercial design that has several applications. It sells for $250.00 and replacement boards are $50.00 a 6 pack for it.

**Plant Stress Detection Glasses.** Use these unique eye glasses to view plants which are under stress due to fungus, heat or lack of food. Great for identifying plants which are needing attention before it’s too late. $40.00.

**Poly – 4 Mil.** For covering crawl spaces. 10x100 roll. $50.00.

**Rat Bait Station.** Used to protect bait from wetness and dirt. Not tamperproof. $3.00 ea.

**Rat Bait Station Tamperproof.** Used to protect the bait but to also keep it inaccessible to children and pets. $15.00 per station. Can be staked to the ground.

**Rat Bait Station Stake.** Used to secure tamper proof stations to the ground. $5.00 ea.

**Rat Glueboards.** Large glueboards that can catch some rats. $7.50 each; buy 5 get one free. Be sure to use other traps and control methods when using this product.
**Rat Zapper.** Electric device that kills rodents by electrocution. It runs off batteries, kills them quickly and humanely. $50.00 for the small one that is fine for mice and rats. Get the optional battery pack and the unit is now ready to handle larger animals like squirrels and chipmunks. Rat Zapper Ultra takes larger batteries and will therefore last longer power wise - $65.00 Optional Remote Monitors are $20.00 each; $15.00 when bought with a Zapper.

**Scare Eyes.** Balloon you install by a structure or crop where you want to keep nuisance birds and other pests away. $15.00 each; available in Black, Yellow and White.

**Scatmats.** These are small mats that are used to keep animals like dogs/cats off automobiles, to prevent them from entering rooms and from climbing on window ledges. They are battery operated and deliver a low shock that targeted animals don’t like and will avoid. The 30”x16” size is $80.00; the 48”x20” size $100.00.

**Screening.** Used to keep bats, birds and other pests out of your home. $4.00 a foot that is 4 feet wide; $3.00 a foot when 10 or more feet are purchased.

**Siphon Mixing Hose Sprayer.** This “sprayer” hooks in line with your hose used to water the lawn. It works by siphoning liquid from a holding tank and letting it funnel into the hose and then out the sprinkler. It will enable you to fertilize, apply insecticide or fungicide without using any special sprayer. $20.00.

**Solo Back Pack Sprayer.** Commercial backpack sprayer that holds 4 gallons. Great hose, wand and nozzle kit which enables you to spray high, wide or a lot. New strap system allows for comfortable fit easily. This is a special upgraded heavy duty version that we have made to our specifications. $140.00. (sp)

**Solo Gas Powered Mister.** Gas powered backpack fogger that can be used for mosquito treatments or any other application where portability and large coverage is needed. It is lightweight, powerful and perfect for large yards. $750.00. (sp)

**Solo Gas Powered Sprayer.** Gas powered backpack sprayer that comes with the pressure gauge, brass nozzle and other standard features we have customized. Large 4 gallon tank with quiet 2 stroke engine that can spray 25-30 feet pinstreams. Excellent for application needs where volume spraying will be done and you don’t feel like pressurizing the tank manually all the time. $800.00.

**Solo Quart Sprayer.** This is a Quart Sprayer with a pump assembly used to pressurized the tank, it has a lock down used to engage the valve and keep it on as well as an adjustable tip for either a mist or a pin stream. This sprayer is not intended for regular spraying but it does a great job for small applications and at $12.00 each, it is a best buy! Also available in a 2 Quart size with included 23-inch extension for just $40.00(sp).
Sprayer. Our Pump Sprayer is the type that you pump to compress and spray by releasing with the valve located on the spray wand. It is able to be pumped up quite hard so that you can reach up to 25 feet high. This is important when trying to spray certain pests. Most important is the warranty. We give an unconditional, parts and labor included warranty. If it ever breaks, simply call for parts or send it back to us and we will fix it free of charge – for however long you have it! All this for only $45.00. Will hold at least a gallon. It comes with an adjustable spray nozzle and the optional spray tip kit is now included as standard – that gives you an extra 2 tips patterns! Now available in a 2 gallon size for $55.00 and also available in a 2.5 Gallon size which comes on wheels w/extra hose for $65.00. (sp)

Sprayer – Basic 1 Gallon entry level. This is our entry level sprayer that is sure to get the job done but really only designed for short term usage. 1 Gallon size and they sell for $20.00. (sp)

Snake Bite Kit. Great for camping or hunting trips where snakes pose a hazard. Provides immediate help when bit. $20.00; three for $50.00.

Snake Book. Identifies snakes of the southeast with beautiful pictures. $10.00 each.

Snake Hook. Common rigid design, 3 feet long. $30.00. Commercial Collapsible Hooks $50.00 which is 3 ft long. Tiny hook used for insects and baby snakes $18.00.

Snake Pinning Hook. Used to pinch snakes to the ground so you can pick them up. 36 inches long with a rubber head so they won’t hurt the snake. $30.00.

Snake Tongs. 25 inch $80.00; 40 inch $80.00; 52 inch $100.00; 72 inch $120.00. Tong cover to help prevent damaging snakes $4.00 and only one is needed for top jaw. If you want to insure you don’t hurt the snake, get the Gentle Tongs. Featuring a rubber covered large wide jaw set, there is no risk of hurting handled animals. 25 inch is $120.00; 40 inch is $125.00; 52 inch is $130.00 and 72 inch is $180.00.

Spikes. These are set out on ledges and other areas where birds and nuisance animals are active. The clear, pointed sells for $4.00 a foot for the standard size; $3.00 a foot when 50 or more feet are ordered. Narrow Spikes are $3.00 a foot and $2.50 a foot when 50 or more feet are ordered. Narrow Spikes are at bottom of picture; Standard Spikes are at top. These are also available in Stainless Steel and sell for $5.00 a foot for Standard size; $4.00 a foot for Narrow size. When 50 feet or more are bought in one order, Standard drops to $4.00 a foot and Narrow drops to $3.50 a foot.

Staking Tool 4’. Used to stake holes in Fire Ant mounds for easy applying of quick killing Cypermethrin to the nest. $30.00.

Thermal Fogger. This is an electric start, gas powered fogger that is able to treat large areas quickly. Light enough to carry, it will treat several acres fast. $1495.00.

Temp Vent. Plastic framed vent that is temperature controlled. It opens when warm; closes when cold. Different colors. $30.00 each. Power Vents are $150.00.

Termite Treater. Hose End Sprayer with a dial adjustment on top to which termite concentrate is added. It comes with a flexible rubber hose along with a rod for sub slab treating. $25.00. (rtu)
**Terror Eyes.** The original balloon designed to scare off nuisance birds and animals. $60.00 each.

**Tick Pliers.** Field kit used to remove ticks. $10.00. (rtu)

**Trenching Tools.** Used for termite work, these tools have been designed for doing just termite work. They enable the user to dig properly sized trenches around homes, fences and other areas where perimeter treatment is needed. The 15” is for crawl spaces and under decks and sells for $45.00. The large 48” unit is $60.00.

**Ultra Sonic Bird Repeller.** This device sends sounds out which birds do not like. It is used under roof tops, carports, loading docks, covered decks, etc, where birds have access but are not wanted. $495.00. Not weatherproof nor designed to be used exposed to rain and the elements. Works on both birds and bats. The new **Ultra Sound Bird Repeller** with 4 Speakers is used out in open spaces and sells for $550.00. It is weather proof and ideal for open Bistro settings, patios, etc.

**Ultra Sonic Rodent Repeller.** This device sends ultra sound where rats, mice and squirrels are not wanted. Use it to help keep new rodents away; nesting animals will need to be trapped as our article details. Unit “A” Attack Wave is $40.00 each, covers 2000-2500 sq/ft well; 3 for $100.00. Requires AC power and should only be used inside. Can be used for many small animals including skunks, raccoon, squirrels. Unit “B” is Battery Powered, good for Outside applications and handles most all small animals too but has a limited range. It sells for $65.00; 3 for $175.00. Heavy Duty Inside/Outside Unit “C” is metal cased and sells for $80.00; buy 3 for $200.00. This unit can be powered by both AC or Batteries, can be used inside or outside and handles most any pest.

**Ultra Sonic Pet Boundary.** Use this device to keep pets out of certain rooms or out of certain areas in the home. A small transmitter is attached to the pets collar so that when they get close to where the base station is installed they will cause the alarm to go off. The sound disturbs them and will keep them from the area. $40.00 ea. Extra Transmitters for pets are $10.00 and batteries are $3.00 each.

**Ultra Sonic Pet Alarm.** Similar to the Pet Boundary except that this device will go off when any animal comes close to it and no transmitter is required. Furthermore, the sound it makes is quite loud and annoying to targeted animals. $30.00 ea.

**Ultra Sonic Barker Stopper.** Used to stop annoying dogs from barking. Simply plug it in and direct it’s sound at neighboring dogs. It won’t hurt them; it works by emitting an annoying sound the dogs will not like and they will learn that by not barking the sound will stop. Comes with 50 foot cord and can be set up remotely from power supply. $50.00 each; three for $125.00.

**Vector Fly Lighted Fly Trap (AKA: Discreet).** Small design makes this lighted fly trap ideal for tight areas. Glueboards catch the flies so there is no mess. $175.00 ea.; $3.00 for GB.
PART 4. TRAPS FOR INSECTS AND ANIMALS

The following section includes all kinds of traps. We have some for insects and animals. Some are kill traps; some are live traps. Many are mentioned in Part 1 but you will find more detail in our CD Companion or on line. As you review these products, keep in mind that all prices are subject to change and that U-Spray, Inc. cannot be held responsible for products listed which are no longer available, have new regulations regarding their shipment or any which have limited supply.

Animal Grabbers. These are like Snake Tongs except designed to hold small animals. Strong enough to grip a cat, dog, raccoon, opossum. 28” $95.00. 38” $95.00.

Animal/Bird Cannon. Loud “sound” device which is powered by propane and is designed to release a sonic boom of sound every few minutes which scares birds and other animals. Can be used alone and requires no power. $350.00 ea. Optional Tripod allows Cannon to be set higher up so sound can clear vegetation and cover up to 5 acres; $175.00. Timer allows you to skip days and sells for $150.00.

Aphid Alarm. These “Life Saver” sized rubber pheromones are attached to plants on which Aphids like to eat. The pheromone will begin a defensive behavior stopping reproduction and thus the colony. $10.00 per 4 pack.

Aphid/Whitefly Traps. Glue traps using Yellow as the attractant. Works for Aphids and White Flies. $5.00 a 4 pack; buy 5 packs and get one free!!!

Black Carpet Beetle Traps. Pheromone traps; hanging or ground sytle. $10.00 ea.

Bodygrip Traps. #55 $8.00; #110 $8.00; #120 $10.00; #160 $12.00; #220 $15.00. #330 $20.00. Setters are $20.00. Special traps include the double spring trap the size of the 110 called the #120. They’re $10.00 each and the 6 inch #160 trap selling for $12.00 each. Buy 6-11 traps in any combination and save 10%; buy 12 or more of any combination and save 15%. Use for Muskrat, Beaver, Otter, Mink, Rat, Raccoons and other animals. The safety grippers enable you to release the set of the 220 or 330 without hazard and sell for $5.00 each. Also, consider getting some setters to help make the set that much easier. We sell deluxe setters, which are very easy to use enabling the set of 220’s and 330’s, for $25.00.

Bridger Coil Traps. #1 $9.00. #1.75 $11.50. #2 $12.00. #3 $15.00. #5 $40.00.

Bridger Long Spring Traps. #0 $12.00, #1 $12.00, #11 $15.00, #1.5 $12.00, #2 $16.00, #4 $40.00. #5 $40.00. 10% off 6 or more, mix and match; 15% off 12 or more.

Cabinet Beetle Traps. Pheromone traps. 3 pack for $12.00; buy 5 pks and get a 6th free!

Cigarette Beetle Traps. Pheromone traps. $12.00 each; buy 5 and get one free !!!

Clothes Moth Traps. Pheromone traps for webbing clothes moths; $10.00 ea; buy 5 and get the 6th one free!!! Box type trap ideal for closets.

Codling Moth Traps. Pheromone traps for codling moths that commonly infest fruit like apples. Used outside. $15.00 a 2 pack; 6 packs for $75.00. 12 pk cs $125.00.
Confused Flour Beetle Traps. Pheromone traps. 3 pack is $10.00; 6 packs for $50.00.

Coon Cuffs. These live traps are used by placing them in a well dug hole, securing the chain to a deeply driven spike or tree and setting it with lure. Coons will reach in and get their feet locked. $30.00 each.

Copper Stuff It. Use this special copper wire to seal cracks and crevices through which nuisance animals will enter. It won’t rust and since the animals can’t chew through it they will stay away. $25.00 for 50 ft; $40.00 for 100 ft. (rtu)

Eel Trap. Used to catch live eels, this trap measures 12x18x24. Place in lakes or ponds where eels are active, bait with dead fish and catch several per set. $100.00.

EZEE Set Beaver Trap. Live trap for beaver that’s easy to use and effective. It measures 15” T x 29” W x 36”L. $500.00.

Flea Trap. This trap runs on electricity and costs about $.05 a month to operate. It uses heat to attract fleas and get them to hatch from pupa that will break the flea cycle faster. Use one every 500 sq/ft. $15.00 ea; 4 pack of traps is $50.00. A pack of 3 replacement pads $8.00; get three 3 packs for $20.00 and save $4.00!!!. See picture at left.

Fruit Fly Traps. Box traps which use food attractants and glue to catch pesky fruit flies. $10.00 each; buy 5 and get one free !!!

Gopher Traps. These traps are used in burrows for pocket gophers. Death Clutch traps are $8.00, the Large Cinch Traps are $12.00; buy 5 for $50.00.

Indian Meal Moth Traps. Packaged two in a pack for $10.00, these traps are for use in pantries, kitchens, laundry rooms and other areas where pantry moths are present.

Japanese Beetle Trap. This pheromone trap works great at catching Japanese beetles. It is easy to use and when placed at far points away from plants you don’t want these annoying beetles to eat, it will catch and keep numbers down. $10.00 a trap that has a special pheromone to last several weeks. Buy 5 get one free !!!

Khapra Beetle Traps. Pheromone traps. Hanging style for inside. $12.00 each.

Kwik Katch Mouse Repeater Trap. This is a true multiple catch mouse trap. Simply wind it up, place it out and it will catch up to 6 mice in one setting. $14.00 each. The plastic design makes it good for wet areas. Picture of Kwik Katch at right.

Lady Bug Live/Kill Trap. This pheromone trap works great at catching ladybugs alive or in glue (our kill trap). Place the trap in rooms where you are seeing ladybugs add the pheromone and they will be drawn to the trap. If you don’t care to keep the bugs alive, use the kill trap. Each trap is $10.00; buy 5 and get one free! Be sure to list if you want the live trap or the kill trap when ordering. (rtu)

Lady Bug Window Trap. This trap mounts on windows where ladybugs are accumulating and uses a special pheromone to attract them. Once they enter, they get stuck in a glue pad that is replaceable. The trap itself will last forever; the glue
should be changed every 2 months unless they fill faster. Traps are $20.00 each; replacement glue pads are $5.00 for a 5 pack; buy five and get one free.

**Large Grain Borer Traps.** Pheromone traps. $12.00 each; buy 5 and get one free!!! Available in both a hanging or flat countertop style.

**Live Excluder Trap.** Attaches to the outside of the structure where unwanted animals are entering. It will allow them to exit but not come back inside. Comes in a 3.5x3.5x10 and a 5x5x12. The small one is $35.00 ea; $40.00 for the bigger one.

**LT111230.** 11”x12”x30” trap good for small to medium sized animals like cats, armadillo and opossum. $60.00.

**LT111230RD.** 11”x12”x30” trap; same as the LT111230 but with a sliding rear door making both baiting and animal release very easy. $65.00.

**LT111236.** 11"x12"x36" trap good for small to medium sized animals like cats, armadillo and opossum. $65.00.

**LT111236RD.** 11"x12"x36" Same as the LT111236 but features a sliding rear door making both baiting and animal release easy. $70.00.

**LT111236BD.** 11"x12"x36" Same as the LT111236 but features a sliding rear door along with an enclosed front door with an optional entry point that can force the animal into the trap. Great for Prairie Dogs, Woodchuck, Badgers or any other animal that uses mounds or dens in the ground. $90.00.

**LT151842.** 15x18x42. Great for medium sized animals. $140.00.

**LT152248.** 15x22x48. Great for medium to large sized animals. $170.00.

**LT152248RD.** 15x22x48. Same as the LT152248 but with a sliding rear door for easy baiting and easy animal release. $185.00.

**LT20x28x72.** 20x28x72 large live trap for hogs, big dogs, cougar, etc. Requires motor freight delivery. $400.00.

**LT3310.** 3x3x10. Great for mice or something small. Solid construction. $20.00.

**LT5518.** 5x5x18. Good for squirrel, rats and chipmunk. $35.00. ½ x 1 mesh.

**LT5518RD.** 5x5x18. Same as the LT5518 but with a sliding rear door making both baiting and animal release very easy. $40.00. ½ x 1 mesh.

**Mini Cat Repeater Mouse Trap.** This can catch 2-3 mice in one setting. It is like the original Tin Cat but made of plastic and smaller. $10.00 each.

**Minnow Cluster Trap.** The popular three barrel design with barrels that are 16 inches across and stand 15 inches high. $150.00 each.

**Mole Trap Out A’ Sight.** This mole trap has a low profile that some people prefer to the traditional Spear trap. It is not as efficient as the spear design, but where you have a lot of pets and children active, it may be the better choice of trap. $15.00 each.

**Mole Trap Spear.** This is the original spear mole trap that is set over their tunnel. When they try to go through it they get speared. $15.00 each; 4 for $50.00. Picture at right.
Moth Pheromone Pantry Traps. These work great for trapping adult moths that are flying around looking to mate. A set of two traps is $10.00; buy 5 sets and get one set free! Cases of twelve are $95.00 and the commercial case of 50 – each twice as big as a regular trap - is $175.00. The pheromone is usually good for 2-3 months. Picture at left shows a trap with moths caught. New Suppressing Moth Trap kits catch both Male and Female moths and sell for $125.00 per 5 pack.

Mouse Glueboard. Small glueboard that is used for both mice and insects. $.75 each or buy five and get one free; cases of 72 are $25.00.

Mouse Master Repeater Mouse Trap. This will catch over 20 mice in one setting. Simply wind it up and place it where mice are active. $15.00 for the design with see through window for inspection; $14.00 for solid top design.

Mouse Snap Trap. The original. Now with expanded trigger. $.80 each; case of 6 $4.00

Musca Stick Fly Trap. This glue trap uses pheromones to trap adult flies. $8.50 each.

Natural Catch Fruit Fly Trap. This small trap uses scents fruit flies find hard to resist. The trap will collect the ones flying around your kitchen and this will stop the cycle. $8.00 each; a case of 12 is $75.00. Fruit Fly Trap is small as seen in picture.

NH8224. 8x12x24 Crayfish Trap. Place in water where crayfish are active, add some bait like dead fish and fill up the trap. $40.00. Large size at right.

NH8840. 8x12x4 Crayfish Trap. Works like the large trap above except it is smaller. $25.00.

NH6481. Commercial grade single door. 16x16x48. Great for animals 30 lbs plus. Can be used as single door. $100.00.

NH6602. Commercial grade double door. 16x16x60. Great for animals 30 lbs plus. Can be used as single door. $120.00.

NH2482. Commercial grade double door. 12x12x48. Good for animals 20-50 lbs. $80.00.

NH8302. 8x8x30. Can be used as single door. Commercial grade heavy duty. $50.00.

NH2448. 8 door Pigeon trap. 24x36x48. True commercial trap. Will hold 50 or more birds. $100.00. Not portable. Set out and leave for some time. Does not have a bottom so the trap is generally used for when you have a lot of trapping to do over a long period of time.

NH2436. 8 door Pigeon trap. 9x24x36. Light and portable. $75.00. Great for 25 birds and when portability is an issue.

NH8216. 12x8.5x16 Sparrow trap. This trap will catch 5-10 birds at a time. Great for the hobbyist who has a small problem. $45.00. See picture at the right

NH6057. 5’x5’x6’ Starling and Sparrow. This trap will catch a lot of birds. $350.00. Can be adjusted to work for sparrow as well.

NH6701. 22x26x70. Heavy construction. Good for wild dogs, fox, coyote, boar and animals over 100 lbs. Motor freight delivery only. $375.00 plus shipping. This large trap is big enough to catch most nuisance animals. Seen below.
NH2361. 12x12x36. Heavy construction. Good for raccoon, opossum and other middle-sized pests. $60.00. Popular trap.

NH8830. 8x8x30. This trap has two entrances that use teeter totter doors. Great for squirrel, rat, chipmunk, etc. $50.00.

NH8816. 8x8x15. Same as the trap above but it only has one entrance. Can't hold as many. Good for small areas. $40.00.

NH1236. Single door Turtle Trap. 12x24x36. $65.00.

NH1248. Double door Turtle Trap. 12x24x48. $80.00.

Pipe Trap. 15” long by 4” wide, this trap uses a crushing spring activated metal bar that crushes targeted small rodents like squirrel, chipmunk and rats. $50.00 each; 3 for $125.00.

Powder Fly Trap. Used on windows, this trap is filled with ground up Egg Shells that work on all flying insects by dehydrating them. Great for Cluster Flies. No need to maintain and will hold over 1000 flies. $30.00 each.

Rat Glueboards. Large glueboards that can catch some rats. $7.50 each; buy 5 get one free. Be sure to use other tools with this as well like live traps and snap traps.

Rat Snap Trap. The old standby Metal Trigger $2.25 ea; Expanded trigger $2.50 ea.

Red Flour Beetle Traps. Pheromone traps. 3 pack for $12.00.

Red Top Fly Trap. Disposable fly trap, bag design, which catches hundreds at a time. $15.00 each; buy 4 for $50.00 and save $10.00!!!

Rice Weevil Traps. Pheromone traps. Liquid corner style. 3 pack for $12.00.

Roach Pheromone Trap. Great for monitoring roach activity. Safe enough to use in the cabinet or other food areas. $8.00 for a pack of 3. Lasts 2-3 months.

Saw Tooth Beetle Traps. Pheromone traps. 3 pack for $12.00.

Silverfish Trap. This glueboard has a scent silverfish love. Simply place it out where they are active and you will trap them as they forage for food. 6 pack $7.50. Buy five packs and get the 6th one free!!!

Small Grain Borer Traps. Pheromone traps. Available in either hanging or flat countertop style. $12.00 each; buy 5 and get one free!!!

Snake Guard Snake Trap. Set it out in the home where snakes are known to travel. It has a special design to the glue placement that enables it to catch snakes up to 6 feet long. $30.00; buy 4 traps for $100.00.

Snake Live Trap. These steel live traps are used to trap nuisance snakes in water, around the home and in damp areas. They can be baited with frogs or mice and catch snakes up to 6 feet long. 8x8x18 small trap is $45.00; 8x12x18 medium trap is $65.00; 16x18x8 large trap is $70.00 and the 12x22x24 XL is $150.00. Picture at right is the large size.

Snare. These are mainly used for beaver but can be used for many animals. $20.00 for a six pack. Heavy duty 6 pack is $25.00; light duty for rats and gophers $12.00.
**Spider Traps.** These pheromone traps work well at luring just about any spider and will help to monitor infestations as well as offer some relief. $7.50 for a 6 pack; **buy 5 packs and get the 6th one free!!!**

**Tin Cat Repeater Mouse Trap.** This trap is able to catch 10 or more mice with one setting. Simply place it out with some of our mouse paste for quick results. Low profile makes it great to use under furniture or in cabinets. $15.00 each; 4 for $50.00. Picture of Tin Cat at left.

**Trappers Choice Bat Lure.** Use it in Bat Houses to get them to find the house faster. It has pheromones and guano that will get their interest. $25.00 for 4 oz.

**Trappers Choice Beaver Castor Lure.** Use on mounds or around sets. 1 oz $8.00; 4 oz is $25.00

**Trappers Choice Bobcat Urine.** Used for sets and cover ups. $15.00 pt, $35.00 for ½ gallon and $60.00 a gallon.

**Trappers Choice Bobcat Lure.** Again, used for trap sets. Great Gland. $8.00 for 1 oz, $20.00 for 4 oz.

**Trappers Choice Canine Lure.** Long distance attractant for canines. $8.00 an ounce, $20.00 for a 4 ounce jar. Great for Coyote, Fox and Bobcat.

**Trappers Choice Coyote Urine.** Used to cover scent for trap sets or repel Deer. $12.00 pint, $30.00 ½ gallon, $50.00 a gallon.

**Trappers Choice Coyote Lure.** Used for coyote sets. $8.00 1 oz jar, $20.00 4 oz jar.

**Trappers Choice Gray Fox Lure.** Used for fox sets. $8.00 1 oz jar, $20.00 4 oz jar.

**Trappers Choice Loganberry Paste.** 2 oz is $8.00 and the 8 oz is $20.00. Great for rats, raccoon, opossum and armadillo.

**Trappers Choice Long Distance Lure.** Used for canine trapping. Pulls targeted animals into sets. 1 oz jar is $8.00; 4 oz jar is $20.00.

**Trappers Choice Muskrat Lure.** Great for muskrat trapping. 1 oz $8.00; 4 oz $20.00.

**Trappers Choice Muskrat Bait.** Used for live trapping. 1 oz $8.00; 4 oz $20.00

**Trappers Choice Nite Flyer.** Used to lead hard to trap Flying Squirrels to your set. $8.00 per 1 oz.

**Trappers Choice Pecan Paste.** Great for rat trapping, squirrel and chipmunks. 2 oz is $8.00; 8 oz is $20.00. Pecan featured to the right.

**Trappers Choice Poplar Oil.** Beaver lure. 1 oz jar is $8.00; 4 oz jar is $25.00.

**Trappers Choice Prairie Dog Lure.** Use it for prairie dogs out in the west. $12.00 8 oz.

**Trappers Choice Rabbit Lure.** Works well at luring rabbit into your trap. $12.00 8 oz.

**Trappers Choice Red Fox Lure.** $8.00 a 1 oz jar; $20.00 4 oz jar.

**Trappers Choice Red Fox Urine.** Great as a cover or trap scent. $12.00 pt, $30.00 for ½ gallon and $50.00 a gallon.

**Trappers Choice Salmon Paste.** Fish flavor animals can't resist. $15.00 a pint.

**Trappers Choice Snake Lure.** Rodent based for snake trapping. $30.00 for 4 oz jar.
**Trappers Choice Woodchuck Lure.** Great at luring groundhogs and woodchuck into your trap. $12.00 a jar.

**Trappers Choice Yellow Jacket Lure.** Use for baiting yellow jackets. Available in both Protein and Carbohydrate form. $15.00 a pint. Mix with Cyfluthrin in Bait Guard for nuisance yellow jacket control.

**Turtle Trap.** Single door Turtle Trap. 12x24x36. $65.00.

**Turtle Trap.** Double door Turtle Trap. 12x24x48. $80.00.

**Turtle Trap Hoop** style. 1 inch mesh netting; 30 inch wide hoops and 6 feet long. Great for lakes, ponds and rivers. Use for small turtles. $200.00.

**Turtle Trap Hoop** style. 4 inch mesh netting; 36 inch wide hoops and 6 feet long. Great for lakes, ponds and rivers and should be used for large turtles. $120.00.

**Turtle Trap Sunning Design.** This trap takes advantage of the need turtles have for sunning themselves. The trap floats around ponds and lakes and has a ramp up which turtles will climb and once aboard will trigger the trap to drop them into a holding tank where they remain captive till you release them. No bait needed but some can be used. Economy $100.00, Regular $120.00, Standard $225.00 and Deluxe $250.00.
PART 5. BAT HOUSES AND OTHER NEAT THINGS....

Our bat houses are available in all sizes including bat house kits, small cedar and large condos! We also have owl and duck boxes. More are being added all the time so call or check the website for the latest available styles and information.

**Bat House Kit.** Each kit is $20.00 and includes directions, hardware and will build a house 18 inches tall, 7 inches wide and 6 inches deep – see picture below.

**Small Bat House Built.** Each house is $26.00 and measures the same as the bat house kit. It has two chambers and can house from 3-6 bats comfortably.

**Large Cedar Bat House.** Our large house is 36 inches tall, 13.5 inches wide and nine inches deep. It sells for $150.00. Built to conform to the Federal guidelines for bat houses that must be installed in wetlands, this house is cedar through and through. It features four chambers, cedar separators, tar paper sealed roof which is caulked tight, galvanized hardware and a design bats are known to like. If you want what is used in parks and wetlands across our country, this is your house. (The picture above is **NOT** our large cedar house; the large is much bigger!!)

**Medium Bat House.** This house is 32 inches tall, 13 inches wide and 4 inches deep. It sells for $100.00 and incorporates the latest design bats seem to like. Available in both Natural and Dark. Unfinished models are $95.00. These houses can house from 25-50 bats – depending on the species.

**Bat Detector.** This device has a transducer that receives bat sonar and converts it to audible sounds for people. It runs off a 9 volt battery, has a off/on switch and a speaker. It fits in your hand and is lightweight. Use it by placing it out on your deck in the early evening when bats become active. Listening is fun! $95.00.

**Large Bat House.** This house is 48 inches tall, 18 inches wide and 7 inches deep. It sells for $200.00 and can handle from 100-200 bats. It has four chambers and is available in both Natural and Dark. Unfinished models are $195.00.

**Blue Bird/Bat House.** This unique one of a kind design is made just for us. Up front it looks just like a blue bird house. However, the back section is a bat house! Mount it where you expect to get bluebirds. They will readily nest in it and if bats are active in your area they will soon follow. Each house is $40.00 plus shipping.

**Owl Box for Screech Owls.** This house is perfect for screech owls found in the south. $60.00 each. Unfinished but ready for paint and a tree to mount it on.
Owl Box for Barn Owls. This house is available in both a Plywood and a Cedar version. Built to last with opening front for cleaning and observation. It side mounts on the tree and they sell for $90.00 for the Plywood; $140.00 for the Cedar.

Wood Duck Box. Designed and built to Federal guidelines, these wood duck boxes are just what is needed in federal wetlands. They have tops that open, entrance holes to spec, wood shavings, galvanized flanges for threaded mount poles and galvanized hardware for long life. $175.00 each.

Roosting Box. Used for a hold over house for many type of small birds. Birds will use it when it is cold, rainy, and windy or any other time there is bad weather. These boxes are well built with many perches throughout. It is well built and will surely provide shelter for as long as needed. Each house is $35.00.
· Below is a copy of our CD Companion that should be used when you want more information than what is provided in this printed catalog. The CD has the same in-depth articles as our web site as well as links to all the products you need. By using the same browser your computer uses to surf the net, you are able to browse our CD. The big advantage of having this information on a CD is that there is no need to connect to your Internet Service Provider to browse our information. The other advantage is that pictures load instantly! We currently have our Video’s on this CD that are quick to load and allow you to better understand how to use our products properly and effectively. All you need to do is place the CD in your CD-ROM, close it and allow 30-60 seconds for the drive to read the disc. You’re now ready to surf our articles and color pictures! If your computer is figured to “AUTO LOAD”, the CD will be read and open your browser to the first page of our catalog. If not, proceed with the directions listed below.

· Once the drive has recognized the disc, go to “My Computer” on your desktop and open it. You will now see the drives available on your computer. Choose the CD drive and open it. Click on the “Start page” and read it completely for details on how to use the CD properly and effectively.

· If the text of the pages in the catalog are too large to fit in your browser, you can adjust them by choosing a smaller font display under “view” on your tool bar.